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No classes as students
strike into second week
The Quebec-wide student strike, now in its second
week, is "useless", provincial education minister Claude Ryan's press
aide says.
"The strike is useless, premature and inappropriate," said Luc
Rheaume after Ryan's advisers met with leaders of the Association
nationale des etudiantes et etudiants du Quebec (ANEEQ) on Friday.
The province's student coalition called a general strike after 20 of
its members voted to extend an October 26 to 29 walk out indefinitely. Some 54,000 college and university students about 20 per cent
are on strike to
of the province's total post-secondary population
to
Ryan
pressure
make Quebec's loans and bursaries system more accessible.
Following the meeting, ANEEQ executive Bertrand Loiselle said
Ryan is softening up.
But Rheaume said the meeting does not mean there's any change
in Ryan's position.
"The meeting was not a bargaining session," Rheaume said. "The
representatives who were there only had a'mandate to listen to

Montreal (CUP)

—

-

-

ANEEQ."

While news of the strike's effectiveness and progress has focussed
on picketers outside l'Universitd du Quebec a Montreal, students at
other schools are getting in on the act.
At the Universite de Montreal, about 500 anthropology students
voted last Wednesday to join the walk-out, while several social
science student associations will also vote on the strike this week.
Picketers from I'Universite du Quebec a Montreal paid a visit to
the U de M Monday to support the anthropology students. More than
100 demonstrators handed out leaflets and stood in front of the university's main entrance.
"It was fun and relaxed," said UQAM social science student association external affairs co-ordinator Jeff Begley.
Arts, literature and social science students at Universite du
Quebec a Montreal voted to continue their walk-out at a general assembly November 6.
Students were coming and going with relative ease at l'Universit6
du Quebec a Montreal on Monday, as police enforced a court injunction preventing picketers from blocking the entrances.
Picketers formed lines in front of entrances to UQAM's nine
buildings, while Montreal police formed lines behind them.
The students asked people who approached the entrances to
respect the picket lines, but police pushed picketers aside to let them
pass.
"We've been warned a couple of times (about obstructing the
entrances)," said student association communications coordinator
Virginie Charette. She said picketers were getting frustrated by having to let a steady stream of people past.
"Things are starting to get ugly," she said.
When the strike began on November 2, Montr6al police in full riot
gear attacked the picketers in front of several entrances. Picketers
were bruised and shaken when Montreal riot police prodded and
struck them with truncheons as they attempted to block an entrance to
UQAM.
On Thursday, business administration students, who voted against
the strike, elbowed and kicked their way past some picketers, while
others found their way in through back entrances.
On Friday, about 100 students made the 20-minute trek from
UQAM to Concordia where education minister Ryan was presiding
over a sod-tuming ceremony for the university's new library.

Alcohol policy discussions
Professor Peter Mercer of the Faculty of Law at the University of Western Ontario, will be on campus Monday to discuss a
document pertaining to campus alcohol practices in Ontario. He
will also be addressing specific concerns of the Laurier community with reference to the document.
Alcohol policy has been under review at WLU for some time
as part of a piovince-wide effort of the Ontario Committee on
Student Affairs to bring liquor practices at universities into line
with provincial law.
A public presentation and question and answer session is to be
held on Monday morning from 9:30-12:30 in the Turret. Discussion will centre around the draft brief which is being prepared by
OCSA. The report deals in depth with the legalities and liabilities
of alcohol on campus. It covers everything from the liability of
the server, to the establishment's duty to eject people, to the
prohibition against supplying alcohol to an intoxicated person.
All students are urged to attend the morning session in order
to better understand the implications of alcohol on campus, and
to ensure that the right to have licensed establishments oncampus is maintained.
.

Aird Centre gets shown off: The first student concert in the new Recital Hall occurred last Friday night
with the WLU Wind Ensemble performing under the direction of Michael Purves-Smith. By all accounts,
both the facility and the musicians performed marvelously.
CORD Photo by Christopher Starkey

Candidates debate Free Trade
By John Patterson

The Canada-U.S. Free Trade
Agreement, and whether or not it
will affect Canada's sovereignty
and create new jobs, was the
focus of a federal all-candidates'
meeting Monday night at the
Kitchener Public Library.
Progressive Conservative incumbent M.P. John Reimer said
that the greatest threat to Canada's sovereignty would be the rejection of the trade agreement.
Reimer said that in the years
since the second world war, the
gradual reduction of tariffs on
Canada's part has resulted in an
increase in Canada's social differences with the United States,
and a growth in Canada's
sovereignty. Canada's social programs will not be affected by the
agreement, Reimer said, because
it is bound by the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) rule which says that universal programs available to all
people cannot be subject to subsidy definition.
Liberal hopeful John English
said that the Trade Agreement is
a product of weakness on the part
of Prime Minister Mulroney, and
is much more than a simple commercial agreement. English
believes the Prime Minister has
failed to answer a fundamental
question "Why has he changed
his mind on Free Trade?" Both
Mulroney and Finance Minister
Michael Wilson vehemently opposed the idea in 1983 and 1984,
English said, but what made them
change their mind?
The Conservative government
scrapped two important "bargaining chips" during their early days
in power, English said, in the National Energy Policy (NEP) and
-

the Foreign Investment Review
Agency (FIRA). The Agreement
has little to do with removing
tariffs on the remaining twenty
per cent of Canada's trade with
the United States that is not
presently tariff-free, English said.
Indeed, he believed that this deal
was a clear departure from Canada's past, and that Canada was
being asked to change its ways.
English stated that Canadians
"won't accept and can't accept"
this change.
New Democratic Party candidate Sue Coulter said that the
agreement was endorsed only by
large corporations who pay little
or no taxes on their annual profits, while the deal was opposed
by non-profit organizations that
speak for ordinary Canadians.
Coulter noted that the U.S. Administration has placed a high
priority on the removal of Canadian subsidies, such as regional
development initiatives, which
are not universally available.
There are also fears that Canada's
medical care system may open itself to privatization under the
Trade Agreement.
Coulter also stated that many
people who initially opposed the
concept of universal medicare
were supporting the Free Trade
Agreement. Canada's minimum
wage, health and safety, and environmental standards are at risk
under the deal, according to
Coulter.
The meeting, which was moderated by WLU Political Science
professor John Redekop, was
well-attended, with a nearcapacity crowd of concerned
citizens present to hear the candidates speak, and to ask them
questions.
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We've only got two more positions
available on this year's staff
If you are interested in either the

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
or

GRAD PHOTO EDITOR
positions, fill out an application at
WLUSP (2nd floor SUB) before
Friday, November 11 at 4:30.

Quebec student fined

for strike transgression
Leaders of
striking
post-secondary
Quebec's
students are charged with defying
a court order preventing them
from blocking a university
entrance.
The executive of the
Universite du Quebec k
Montr6al's arts and social
sciences association will appear
in Qu6bec Superior Court Thursday on charges of contempt of
court.
The injunction, granted to the
university November 2 by Judge
Paul Jolin, prohibits students
from blocking entrances to
UQAM's nine buildings.
Association external affairs
co-ordinator Jeff Begley said if
found in contempt, the council
would probably be fined $7,000.
Begley said the council was
fined $3500 in 1986 for violating
a similar injunction during a student strike.
But Begley said the threat of
the fine will not change the association's plans.
"It's a hindrance, sure, but our
grievance is not a legal one and it
shouldn't be decided upon by a

Montreal

(CUP)

-

judge," Begley said. "It's a political problem, and it's politicians
who must decide."
Begley said he is trying to get
financial support from university
student councils who support the
goals of the strike.
"We have similar demands,
and I think a donation to help pay
(our) legal fees would be a good
way to show solidarity with the
strikers."
Begley said he plans to approach l'Universite de Montreal,
Concordia, and McGill. Concordia and McGill are not on
strike. Some faculties at the U de
Mare.

About 50,000 college and university students across the province walked out indefinitely last
Wednesday when the Association
nationale des 6tudiantes et
6tudiants du Quebec was given a
mandate by 20 post-secondary
schools to extend an October 26
to 29 strike. The students want
the provincial education minister
to make public his long-promised
changes to Qu6bec's financial aid
system.

Local vote Monday
Special to the Cord
News Analysis

Blinded by the glare (not to mention the mudslinging) of federal
elections both at home and in our giant neighbour to the south, you
might not remember to vote in next Monday's (November 17)
municipal elections.
Students are traditionally apathetic municipal voters in Waterloo.
They shouldn't be because, as this week's ongoing bus strike
demonstrates, there are a lot of municipal decisions that hit students
where they live, both figuratively and literally.
Worried about how that "five-unrelated-people-in-one-house"
bylaw may affect your current and/or future living arrangements? Do
you wonder why Waterloo water tastes sort of funny and has a yellow
tinge? Would you like to have cheaper bus fares? Those are all
municipal affairs. Check out the candidates for city council (there's a
feature on the views of the various council candidates elsewhere in
this paper). Then vote on them.
And remember. If anything ever annoys students about what goes
on in this city, we will not have a leg to stand on if we cannot even
get out to vote for our representatives.
Ah, but you're saying "I don't know where to vote, Mr.
Anonymous Newswriter." Well, if you're in residence, there will be a
polling station in the Concourse on Monday. If you're not, you can
still check in at the polling station in the Concourse to find out where
you will be able to vote. Remember, you don't have to have been
enumerated to be able to vote in the municipal election. You just go
to the polling station and declare that you have been a resident in
Waterloo since October 15. Remember to bring I.D.
And if you're saying "My vote won't do any good, anyway," well,
shame on you. You're part of the reason most municipal elections
only get 20 per cent of the voting public out to the polls in Canada.
See you at the polls!
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ENVIRONMENTALLY

Speaking
by

Ian

C.

Morton

pump spray for insect repellent,
so why should there by any
aerosol sprays when a mechanical
The most frequent challenge I pump does the job?
Urge stores to use only
encounter as an environmentalist
is: "Suppose I agree with your biodegradable plastics, ask supermarkets to replace foam conanalysis. What can I do?"
We are all at different levels tainers and packaging, demand
of awareness and sensitivity to that fast-food outlets abandon the
the environment, but whatever incredibly wasteful packaging
stage we're at, we must educate that adds nothing to the quality of
ourselves and get involved. Many the food.
Don't buy leaded gas, which
things can be done. Here is a very
pollutes
the air. Point out the enpersonal list of suggestions.
waste
of odourless
Inform yourself. There are ergy
refrigerators and freezers in food
many helpful organizations, magstores. Ask for deposits on all
on
a
range
azines and books
wide
of environmental issues. To get glassware and metal containers.
Share your thoughts and ideas
started, I'd recommend two old
others, and exert your inwith
classic
Rachel
Carbooks,
but
fluence
as a citizen and voter.
son's Silent Spring and E.F.
Urge
municipal governments
all
Schumacher's Small is Beautiful.
Convince yourself of the to start recycling and set a goal of
60 to 70 per cent.
reality of environmental degradaNo city or town should be altion. Talk to old people about
what the forests, fish, air, birds lowed to release raw sewage into
and mammals were like when rivers, lakes or oceans. Boats
they were young. They are living should not be allowed to dump
records of how much the world sewage into salt water or fresh
water. We have to begin major
has changed.
Re-examine some of your initiatives to recycle processed
most deeply held beliefs. Is human sewage on to agricultural
fields. Farmland should not be
steady, continued growth necessary for our well-being? What is used for development or landfill.
Press for more legislation that
the "quality of life?" What is our
relationship as a species with the has the power to stop industrial
rest of the natural world? What is pollution, tighten regulations and
the ultimate purpose of our reduce over excessive costs of
pollution control and threatened
government and society?
Be a conservationist in your shutdowns should no longer be
daily behavior. Find out where allowed to delay implementation.
We need to impose massive
there are depots for glass, paper,
fines
and jail sentences for execustart
chemicals and metals and
responsible
tives
for polluting by
recycling. (Municipalities in
Ontario have begun collecting their corporations and for individbottles and cans along with the uals who pollute. There should be
regular garbage collection). Use a special police force to track
down and apprehend polluters.
cloth diapers. Store chemical leftfrom
kitchen
overs
the garage,
Car exhaust should be rigidly
cupboard or medicine cabinet for screened. We need massive, crash
proper disposal instead of pouring research and development prothem into the sink. Compost your grams on alternative energy, polkitchen leftovers. You will be lution detection and control and
amazed at the reduction in garenvironmental rehabilitation.
bage. Use your power as a conGovernments have to apsumer. You can exert pressure by proach environmental matters
what you do and do not buy. holistically rather than partitionPraise environmentally
ing them into ministries or deresponsible companies and critipartments. Politicians act when
they feel the heat of public prescize one that aren't Deep Woods,
has
excellent
for example,
an
sure letters, phone calls and
Special to the CORD
by David Suzuki

'

-

10,1988

telegrams do have an impact
Praise politicians who have goou
environmental records.
Take an active part in elections. Attend all-candidates meetings and ensure that those running have thought about ques-'
tions of nuclear energy versus
alternative energy, atmospheric
degradation, pollution, pesticides,
and the relationship between
profit and growth and environmental degradation. It should be
as essential for any candidate to
have a serious environmental
platform as to be able to read or
add.
Support environmental
groups. There are many effective
environmental groups working at
different levels. Contact the Canadian Environmental Network
through the federal Ministry of
the Environment for the list of organizations across Canada and
then choose according to your
priorities.
They need money, support
and volunteer help. My personal
list includes CARC (Canadian
Arctic Resources Committee),
Acid Rain Coalition, Probe International, Energy Probe, Pollution
Probe, Canadian environmental
Defense Fund, Greenpeace and
the Sea Shepherd Society.
Think about our children. For
the first time in human history,
we know that our children will inherit a world that is radically impoverished in biodiversity and afflicted with major problems of
degraded air, water and soil. Children should learn that pollution
and waste are obscene because it
is an assault against them. Surely,
the ability of youngsters to
anticipate a rich and full life in
balance with the complex community of life on this planet not
profit and growth is the reason
for society and governments.
What is progress? Where do
spiritual values fit in our lives?
The way we answer these questions will determine how we address and act on environmental
issues.
This list is far from complete.
It is a personal collection of possible action. None of them will
save the world from the impending catastrophe. But involvement
changes us, provides us with new
insights, leads us into different
strategies. It's the process that
matters. It is the struggle that
gives hope.
-

-

Used with permission From The Globe
and Mail

Development Fund underspent
by Ralph Kramden

WLU's Academic Development Program used
barely 50 per cent of its budgeted funds during the
1987-88 school year.
That was one of the more interesting revelations
made at a Senate meeting, held at the Paul Martin
Centre on Monday, November 7.
The development program, the budget of which
was set for a three-year period back in April of
1986, made use of just $158,000 of its allotted
$310,000. The unused funds will be funneled back
into the principal development fund.
The fund provides backing for various scholarships, research grants, the Laurier Lecture Series
and the Visiting Scholar and Artist program, among
others. Only the lecture series exceeded its allotted
$10,000. The biggest surplus came in the $100,000
set aside for research and teaching load reduction.
Only $13,000 of that was used, to give three different professors four one-term course reductions in
order to facilitate research.
In other business, the proposed academic
schedule for the 1989-90 school year was approved

by the Senate. The fact that the University of
Waterloo, with a much larger student body, is able
to get its final examinations completed in seven
fewer days than Laurier was questioned. The physical constraints of writing exams at Laurier were
cited as a contributing factor to the duration of final

exams.
A report was made on a new federal athletics
plan which may drastically affect amateur sports at
all levels. A tiered system to weed out competitors
in Olympic-type amateur sports according to skill
levels as they increase in age would lead to the
creation of small, focussed athletic centers and
hoped-for better results in the next Olympics. The
Ontario Council of Universities has made known its
opposition to the plan.
Province-wide enrollment figures for universities were also handed out at the meeting. Fulltime undergraduate enrollment is up 4.3 per cent
this fall, and first-year enrollment has increased by
6.5 per cent in Ontario.
The next Senate meeting is to be held on December 6.
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Dalhousie faculty walks out
On November 4, the faculty at Dalhousie
University walked off the job,
and the president of the student
council was thrown in jail.
Juanita Montalvo was the first
casualty of the strike by the 700member faculty association. As
hundreds of students chanted
"Bail us out," Montalvo was
thrown in a mock prison set up in
the lobby of the administration
building.
The prison echoes the sentiments of many Dalhousie students who feel caught in the middle of the dispute, and fear losing
credits. Lectures taught by nonunion staff or faculty association
members crossing their own picket lines could still take place.
Some students fear academic
penalties if they refuse to cross
picket lines to attend those
classes.
University president Howard
Clark responded to students' concerns in an open forum November 4, admitting that administrators "cannot guarantee the way in
which each faculty member will
act. One has to recognize that this
is a real world... to believe that
such actions don't bring consequences is unrealistic."
He added that students can
appeal any academic penalties
from individual faculty members
during the strike.
Marathon contract talks between the faculty association and
the Board of Governors broke
down November 3 because there

HALIFAX (CUP)

—

were too many outstanding issues, according to union official

Carolyn Savoy.
"We did not want the strike to
happen but it's obviously the only
way we can make the administration pay attention to what (we)
want," she stated.
Wages are the major stumbling block. The faculty association says wages at Dalhousie are
inadequate compared to those at
other universities in the province.
Meanwhile, students at Dalhousie are paying the highest tuition fees in the country, and
wondering why the administration can't respond to faculty
demands for higher wages.
"The financial situation of this
university is worse than at any
other in Canada," says Howard
Clark. "The university's financial
ability to pay is completely
restricted."
The Students' Union of Nova
the province's student
Scotia
lobby group rests the blame for
the faculty strike on the Nova
Scotia government
According to Royden Trainor,
chair of SUNS, "Anyone who
thinks this is only a labour dispute is clearly naive. The government has steadfastly refused to
fund N.S. universities at levels
they know the universities need
to survive...this is a mess of the
government's making but it is the
students that are forced to pay the
-

-

price."
The Dalhousie student council
is neutral in the dispute, but presi-
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dent Montalvo said council could
still choose sides.
The council will maintain the
mock prison and stage a sit-in in
Clark's office for the duration of
the strike. Students are split on
the issue of crossing the picket
lines.
Second-year nursing student
Nikola Czerwonka said she'll
continue to go to those classes
which are still being offered.
"I'm worried about my
credits," she said. "There are so
many different views even among
the faculty."
"From what I've heard I
would tend to support the faculty," said first-year law student
John Orr. "It's hard to take the
Utopian view that we have to suffer for things now for things to be
better in the long run, but it seems
to be necessary."

Council hopefuls chat it up: Brian Turnbull, candidate for Mayor in
Monday's municipal vote discusses the issues with city council candidate Shane Carmichael. The two were attending the WLUSU allcandidates meeting on-campus last week. CORD Photo by Jameson

Caravan careens onto campus
Special to the CORD

Last week World University Service of Canada
conjunction
with the Department of University
in
Affairs of WLUSU sponsored CARAVAN in the
concourse. CARAVAN is the sale of hand-crafted
originals from the third world. This sale has been a
tradition at Laurier for a number of years now, as
well as at over 30 colleges and universities across
the country.
The local WUSC committee members and the
WLUSU Board of Directors (and Linda Lippert,
WLUSU secretary) helped out with the sales, which
lasted for two days.

WUSC is a non-profit organization composed
of faculty, students, administration and alumni concerned with issues of international development.
The local committee concentrated its efforts over
the past few months on sponsoring a refugee student from Africa, Joseph Wasswa, who is currently
enrolled at WLU.
The CARAVAN sales of this year reached an
all time high for this campus, hitting approximately
$2500. WLUSU, who makes a commission from
the sale, has decided that this year's commission of
approximately $225 will be donated to Joseph to be
used to further subsidize the costs of his education
at Laurier.
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Municipal

Election Time:
By E.A. Sajnovic
and Stuart Lewis

Student integration within the community of Waterloo is an issue which must be taken seriously. Since the
major mandate of our Wilfrid Laurier University Students' Union is to effect positive change, we as the student body and the voting electorate must make our voice heard in the November 14th Municipal Election
and rationally decide based on the political, economic and social stances taken by Mayoral and Council candidates to best suit student concerns, and vote accordingly.
Without question, there are many specific issues that affect students directly. One of the most controversial
is the exclusionary by-law issue, which permits no more than five unrelated persons to reside in a single fam-

ily dwelling.
Other areas of concern to students at both universities include: public transit pass subsidization, day-care
subsidies and the Uptown Waterloo Core Redevelopment proposal.
On November 7th, an all-candidates' meeting was held in the Paul Martin Centre at WLU. This meeting was
the climax of a student awareness campaign on municipal elections. As a result of continued interest in the
elections, a student task force was created. This committee is comprised of student representatives from
WLU and U of W. Its mandate is two-fold: first, to promote interest and awareness among the University
community regarding the November 14th municipal election; and second, to inform all municipal candidates
of the important role our universities play within the Region of Waterloo.
The candidates for the 1988 Municipal Election in Waterloo answered questionnaires, prepared by
WLUSU's Vice-President, University Affairs Jill Archer and President of the WLU Graduate Students Association Marie Molloy, and reiterated their feelings at the all-candidates' meeting. The following are the platforms for the mayoral candidates and the question which all candidates were asked to answer on issues concerning students within the community of Waterloo.

Mayoral Candidates:
Marjorie Carroll

Questionnaire Questions:

—

1) In the past six months*
UW and WLU have obtained funding from the City of
Waterloo to lower the price of the semester transit pass by
$10. What will you do to ensure that a reasonable transit
the student administrations at

pass system stays in effect?

j

2) Exclusionary by-laws reduce available housing near
the universities by limiting the number of unrelated persons living within a designated single family residence.
The Premier of Ontario has indicated that his government
will work toward the elimination of such legislation. Do
you feel that these by-laws are necessary in the City of
Waterloo? Can you suggest an alternative means of property standards control?

3) Do you support a policy of student concentration or
dispersion within the City of Waterloo?
4} Are you willing to work toward obtaining provincial
grants to establish a day-care facility near the universities
and colleges?
5) Do you feel that the City of Waterloo contributes to the
growth of the two universities? If so then on what level
(financial, political, etc.)? What would you do to ensure
this involvement? What do you feel the two universities
contribute to the City of Waterloo? (Please rank the importance of contributions).

1) A reasonable and affordable
transit pass system for students
should encourage more students
to live further distances from the
campuses, rather than concentrating in residential neighborhoods
close to the universities. The
city's subsidy should help to
achieve that goal as well as increase sales and off-peak ridership. It is unusual for a
municipality to subsidize university student transportation; however, I would be prepared to support extending that subsidy if the
feasibility study that Kitchener
Transit is undertaking relative to

subsidized university student cense boarding houses is lost.
transit passes documents that we With unrestricted occupancy, it
are achieving some of the above would be virtually impossible to
goals.
derive a definition of "boarding
house". Licensing ensures that
2) I believe that it would not be housing complies with the
feasible to legislate unrestricted Ontario Fire Code and with propoccupancy by removing a erty standards.
municipality's authority to pass
Neighbour stability would also
by-laws that distinguish between be impacted
certain neighperare
related
and
persons who
bourhoods would by default rathsons who are unrelated in respect er than good planning experience
of the occupancy of any building concentration of non-family multiple dwellings.
or single detached dwelling anymunicipality.
within
a
I have always thought that it
where
I would be greatly concerned was important to encourage
for the safety and comfort of families to live in the centre of
living accommodations for stu- the city and adjacent to our unidents if the city's ability to liversities interspersed with student
living accommodations.
Considerable study needs to be
given to alternative means of
providing more adequate and safe
housing for students, such as dispersing lodging houses through
more zones of the city. Perhaps a
predetermined number could be
established so that each neighbourhood could have an acceptable residential mix.
3) I would support a policy of
student dispersion within the city.
University students who choose
to live in the community become
very much a part of the community for at least four years.
They utilize city services and
facilities and also share in community responsibilities. Students
should not be "ghetto-ized".

6) In prior municipal elections student voter turnout has
been very low. Do you feel this is a reflection of the City
of Waterloo's involvement with students? How important
do you feel that the student vote is? What do you feeican
be done to ensure higher student voter turnout in future

4) Yes, I am prepared to work

towards obtaining provincial
grants to establish day-care near
our post-secondary school institutions. There has been greatly increased pressure on the day-care
dollar, but the upper levels of
government have been slow to
respond to day-care needs in all
sectors of our society. I have consistently supported allocation of
more funds to the provisions of

elections?
7) What is your opinion of the current priority scheme for

day-care subsidies?

8) What plans do you have to alleviate the parking problems of Uptown Waterloo?

:

9) What type of university-city joint projects do you feel
would be beneficial to the community?

10) What do you feel are the biggest municipal problems
that students are faced with today? What are you prepared
to do to remedy these problems?

—

day-care.

Photo by Bryan C. Leblanc
Maijorie Carroll addressing issues concerning students at the
all candidates meeting last Monday.

5) The University of

Waterloo

and Wilfrid Laurier University
are tremendous assets to our
marketing efforts in that one is research driven and committed to
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Students Have A Voice
the application of technology
while the other focuses on
managing and marketing technology. This combination of expertise and existing technology
infrastructure makes Waterloo a
community in which tomorrow's
companies will want to locate,
grow and prosper. The Arts
Faculties of both universities are
also a tremendous resource for
our community and help to attract
new business.
The city continues to work very
closely with the University of
Waterloo to assist in the development of a plan to see the Technology Research Park on the North
Campus become a marketable
entity and eventually home to a
variety of research driven interests.

There are many economic and
social spinoffs to having two universities in our city. The international recognition and prestige of
our universities reflects on the
city. A cultural, recreational and
social milieu is created by the
universities that provides vitality
to our community. Student body
activities contribute towards
charities in a significant way. The
spending power of students and
faculty is important to our business community. The universities
also attract visitors to the city for
the Arts and the Museums, e.g.
Museum of Archives and Games.
The fact that the city and many
of our local companies employ
co-op students from both universities is also a distinct advantage
to students.
6) The low student voter turnout
appears to be from lack of interest
or perhaps that a fairly large number of students prefer to exercise
their franchise in their home
municipality. I believe there is
considerable involvement of the
students with the city, through
use of facilities, special events,
employment of students, special
educational projects, city committees and charitable activities,
such as Shinerama, the 14 km
marathon run, the Villages'
charity dance, etc. There is, however, very little involvement with
the Council. As the mayor, I visit
both campuses quite frequently
and attend and support many
events at both universities.
I think perhaps Council should
try to have some informed sessions with student leaders to try
to work out a better method of
communication and sharing of
concerns and problems.
I am very angry with the province's change in timing of
enumeration relative to enumerating students. Ample representation was made to the province
prior to changes to the Election
Act being legislated, but to no
avail.
I believe there is a heightened
student interest in the past couple
of years, we should try to build
on that.

5) A) There should be a "Town &
Gown" Committee set up to
resolve mutual issues between the
City and the two universities.
B) The two universities contrib-

time students third, two parent
families—both employed fourth,
and two-parent families —one
employed and one a full-time undergraduate student as fifth, is
tough to argue with
perhaps
weighting
equal
for priorities 4
and 5 should be considered and
some consideration given to postgraduate students.
We simply must, though, provide for those in greatest need
first.

ute...

—

generation of interest in education throughout the community;
opportunity for residents to go
to university without having to
leave the community;
*jobs and payroll;
*attraction of industries;
interest in intellectual and cultural matters; e.g. speakers and
*

*

*

8) The city plans to construct a
parking garage next year, as well
as continue to bring on more surface parking. We are also requiring new developments to construct and pay for parking to service those developments. We will
also have to develop a new policy
for managing our existing and
new parking facilities. We have
forecasted that 12 to 13 million
dollars will have to be spent on
parking facilities in the next five
years. What users will have to
pay still haS 1 to be determined, but
there will have to be some cost
recovery.
9) More joint university-city
projects in the culture and recreation areas would be most beneficial
such as the Performing
Arts Series in the Humanities
Theatre. Such joint projects also
work to benefit the universities as
well. In addition to the Performing Arts programming, there is
the joint city-university-Waterloo
Tennis Club project, the cityuniversity use agreements for
football fields, soccer fields,
arenas, pools, etc. The students,
as volunteers, in providing special service to some of our
citizens is a good joint effort,
such as Big Brothers, Big Sisters
and Developmental Centres.
—

10) I am very concerned about
the gouging of students with exorbitantly high rates by unscrupulous landlords and often
for poor caliber accommodation.
The more accommodation choice
that is available, the less likely
high rental rates will be accepted
so we must conby students
to
tinue to work have more affordable housing available.
I am also concerned about unkept and poorly maintained
properties that are housing students. We simply must develop a
better way of being informed
about such properties so they can
be inspected and required to be
brought up to the requirements of
our property standards by-law
and fire safety.
Affordable transit may still be a
problem for some, but steps are
being taken currently to resolve
transportation problems.
Neighbourhood acceptance
continues to be a problem in
some areas because of noise,
parking, parties and property
damage. Nurturing an attitude of
mutual respect and communication has to be given very serious
7) The current priority scheme for consideration. The "This is
(Y)OUR Neighbourhood" proday-care subsidies is single working parent first, special-needs gram now being instituted by the
this
child referred by agency second, city is a good step in helping
single parents registered as full- process.
—

entertainment;

*more customers for Waterloo

retailers, restaurants, hotels etc.,

which increases choice for other
Waterloo residents;
�joint use of recreation facilities.
In addition, the universities and
Conestoga College have a vast
storehouse of expertise and experience which if properly utilized
could be of tremendous value to
the City.

Photo by Bryan C. Leblanc
Making his point...Brian Turnbull, running for Mayor of
Waterloo, emphasizes his position on student issues.

6) Low student turnout is a reflection of:
*low overall turnout;
�students concentrating on
studies and university life rather
than on community life;
*most students attend for four
years and with elections every
three years most will only have
one opportunity to vote.
The student vote is important
potentially very important. To
increase the turnout, student
councils could ask the Ontario
Government to take students into
account when enumerating and
put more emphasis on get-out-tovote campaigns.
—

Brian Turnbull—
1) When this issue was being
considered, I met with the appropriate students, discussed the
matter with City's staff and voted
for the funding. I would do the
same again.
2) I strongly support two different
goals:
A) provision for an adequate
amount of safe, affordable student housing;
B) encouragement of family
living in Waterloo's central
neighbourhood.
It is desirable and possible for
both students and families to live
in harmony. However, different
lifestyles and different priorities
mean that there can be conflicts,
and in order to accomplish both
goals the issues must be resolved
carefully.
My approach to this issue is
typical of my approach to many
issues.
I convinced City Council to set
up the Student Housing Task
Force. The Task Force was composed of representatives from all
sides, both student councils, both
university administrations; landlords, residents, City's staff and
City Councillors.
Meetings were held in the open
and all viewpoints were heard.
All issues were not resolved to
everyone's satisfaction but the
mutual respect and cordiality
fostered an atmosphere where
significant agreements were
achieved.
Since the establishment of the
Student Housing Task Force,
there have been:
�significant increase in student
housing units at WLU, U of W,
and on Phillip St.;

*an improvement in the quality
and safety of student housing;
*an improvement in enforcement
of regulations such as the noise
by-law.
As Mayor, I would want to continue with this very successful
process. While it is proceeding, I
feel that it is necessary to limit
the number of unrelated people
living in a single family
residence. I do believe, however,
that with a creative approach and
an open mind, the day will come
when different rules can be established that are acceptable to both
students and residents.
3) I support carefully implemented dispersion. Concentration
would probably encourage "student ghettos".
The large majority of students
are good neighbours but there are
some bad apples. Students, residents and City Hall are making
gradual progress in convincing
even more students to become
good neighbours.
4) YES; assuming that the
demand exceeds the supply now
being provided by Conestoga
College, the U of W Day Care
(Paint 'n Place), Clemmer Farmhouse, Waterloo Infant Toddler
Day-Care Centre on Erb St., the
Owl at University and Weber,
and private home day-care.

7) The current priority system is
based on income, with first
priority going to sole support
families where the parent is
working and to special needs
children. Second priority goes to
sole support families where the
parent is a student.
Overall the regional priority
system is meant to give first
priority to those most in need. My
impression is that it does accomplish that.
8) At a recent council meeting I
recommended that the city
prepare an overall parking
strategy for the Uptown Area.
Such a strategy would include
consideration of the amount of
parking developers should provide when they build a new project.
9) Research park, recreational
facilities.

"

10) *Housing and quality of life
in the community
�Transit
Remedies to those problems are
described in answers above.

FEATURE
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Make your voice heard

On November 14th, the citizens of the Region of Waterloo will once again go to the polls to elect council members
and a Mayor.
Questions of student issues have been addressed over the
last two weeks in two all-candidates meetings held at the
University of Waterloo and WLU. What came out at these
meeting was a lot of concern over the policies which now
exist concerning students and promises that if a certain person is elected that they will try to change things.
Let's take a look at were they really stand!
Mayor Marjorie Carroll, who incidently has never, in
the last eleven years, had a vote cast to place her in the position of mayor, agrees with most or all of the policies which
now govern the student population of Waterloo. These include the exclusionary by-law which restricts occupancy of
a dwelling to five unrelated persons and the $10 subsidy on
bus passes which has been negotiated by the Federation of
Students at U of Wand WLUSU.
Brian Turnbull brings a fresh breath of air to the
campaign. He is willing to discuss and negotiate the modern
issues affecting university students. The provision of some
type of daycare for students and faculty, and the renegotiation of the bus pass rates rank at the top of Turnbull's
campaign pledges.
The problem with this year's municipal election is that it
really gets lost in the shuffle. With the American and Canadian federal elections taking place during the month of November as well, some voters have simply forgotten that the
local ballots are also being cast.
That's unfortunate. Much more than the Presidential
race in the United States, and to an extent, even the federal
campaign in the land of the beaver, the municipal election
is about the things that directly affect us as students and
citizens of Waterloo. Where can we live, and how many of
us can live there? Will we be able to vote for people who
are a part of the university community, through the ward
system which will be part of a plebliscite, or will we be required to elect councillors who are not necessarily attuned
to the needs of university students?
Student voter apathy is not the issue, at least not yet.
And if you get out and exercise your privilege to vote on
election day, it will not be a problem this time around. Let
Waterloo's chief potentate know whether you agree with
her stand-pat attitudes with regard to university issues.
Who should you vote for? That's a good question, and
based on our knowledge of political stuff, here's some good
suggestions:

For Mayor: Brian Turnbull
Councillors: Andrew Telegdi

Shane Carmichael
Lynne Woolstencroft
Jim Axler
Ken Schlicker
As well, you will be asked to vote for or against a proposed
Ward system for the City. Currently, all eight councillors
are elected at large. A ward system would reduce the size of
each councillor's constituency, and allow for better representation of neighbourhoods on Council. It could also possibly allow students to consistently elect one of our own to
represent us. We recommend that you give the ward option
the nod on Monday.

Residence students vote in the Concourse. All others may
inquire there as to where they are to vote. And remember,
you don't have to have been enumerated to vote, you must
only have I.D. and have lived in the city since October 15.
Editorial opinions are approved by The Cord Editorial Board or behalf of Cord
»Uff and are independent of the University, the Students Union and the Student
Publications Board.
EDITORIAL BOARD
Con Ferguson, Editor-in-Chief
Bryan C. Leblanc, News Editor
Brad Lyon, Sports Editor
Jonathan Stover, Associate News Editor
Kat Rios, Production Manager
Neville Blair, Scene Editor
Erika Sajnovic, Features Editor
The Cord is published during the fall and winter academic terms. Offices arc located on the second floor of the Student Union Building, at Wilfrid Laurier University, 75 University Ave W., Waterloo (519) 884-2990. The Cord is a member
of C*n»A\»n University Press and the Ontario Community Newspaper Association.
Copyright 1988, WLU Student Publications. No part of "ITie Cord may be
reproduced without the permission of the Editor-in-Chief.

Take a moment of time to remember
My uncle (still living) was a tailgunner in
World War Two. He has a few medals which he
never shows off, he won't ride in an airplane, and
he never discusses what it was like to ride in the
most dangerous part of a bomber. He became a city
planner in Kitchener after the war, had two kids,
and is now retired.
I interviewed a fairly successful businessman in
Ingersoll over the summer. He flew over 50 missions in a Spitfire fighter plane for the RAF. Hanging on his wall is a fragment of a Spitfire's propeller, left over from a forced landing in a Welsh field
back in 1944. The businessman paints landscapes in
his spare time, and recently ran a charity-raising
barbecue for the Ingersoll hospital building fund.
A longtime janitor at my high school fought in
the trenches of World War One. One of our English
teachers would have him in to speak to his grade 13
class when they reached the section on war poetry.
The man, who loved the students at his high school,
I would guess, more than most of the teachers did,
would try to explain what war was like. He died a
couple of years back.
Today, men in high places make the wars. The
rest of the world just has to fight them. The Spartan
state in ancient Greece may have been morally
questionable and culturally narrow, but the kings of
Sparta fought and died with their men. When
generals (sitting in bomb-proof shelters, a million
miles away from the population they are supposed
to be protecting) are able to talk about "acceptable
kill-levels" of 30 to 40 million, you wonder how
much we have gained in the last 2500 years.
Tens of millions of people have died this
century in two World Wars and countless smaller
ones. Humans have always made war, and we probably always will. We are, after all, the children of
killer apes, and all our breeding hasn't removed the
blood lust from us. Do we ever learn?
Someone once said that war is the last refuge of
the incompetent for instance, there were about
four points prior to World War Two when Hitler
could have been stopped cold without much blood
~

—

—

COMMENT
BY
JONATHAN STOVER
loss, and British Prime Minister-to-be Winston

Churchill knew it at the time and that is an awfully true statement, especially when one looks at
World War One. Hundreds of thousands of lives
were squandered in battles that resulted in no gain
for either side. One might think that all the incompetents took refuge in the officer corps of both
sides...
But if war, as the cliche goes, is Hell, then it is
also sometimes a necessary Hell. In Nazi Germany
and Imperial Japan, the Allies faced twisted mirror
images of Western militarism and patriotism. The
next time someone tells you that all wars are
wrong, ask them if the lives of most of the Jewish
race and the slavery of much of Europe would
have been a fair price to pay for an uneasy peace. If
we made a pact with a murderer of millions to bring
down Germany and Japan well, history doesn't always unfold like a storybook. And the 20 million
Russians who died as a result of World War Two
were a hell of a price to pay for all of Stalin's
purges and secret deals.
Too many people have died this century alone
to even be able to comprehend how to remember
them. It is beyond anyone. But there are ways to
find a slice of remembrance, to come to terms with
some part of incomprehensible loss. So read The
Diary of Anne Frank. Or an excellent recent
release, Maus, or a fine book by war cartoonist Bill
Mauldlin, Up Front, or any of a million other
books, movies and poems, past and present, about
war. Or talk to a relative who fought, or knew
someone who fought. Or wonder how you'd feel
stranded in the middle of Hell, with a one-in-three
chance of getting killed, without any clear idea of
continued on page 9
-

—

—

-

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR must be typed, double spaced and submitted by no
later that 6:00 p.m., the Friday before desired publication date. Letters must include
the author's full name, telephone and student I.D. numbers for verification. Maximum
length permitted for Letters to the Editor is 400 words.

There will be a staff meeting in the Cord Weekly offices Friday, November 11,
1988 at 2:30 p.m. All students are welcome, but staff are required to attend.
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Salute those who fouqht for world peace

continued from page 8

why you're fighting.
Or think of this, the next time it's raining buckets and you have to walk two miles to an 8:30 class,
or the next time you get snowed in: on D-Day, the
storm that had rumbled over the English Channel
for days didn't break, and the retaking of Europe
could go on as planned. Hitler's Russian invasionary force was within sight of Moscow, and a victory on the Eastern Front which might have swung
the course of the war, when winter came two weeks
early, and Hitler's defeat was all but assured.
We've grown up a lot, so maybe small miracles are
all we're allowed any more. May they always be so

comes possible. English author Thomas Hardy
wrote these lines more than 70 years ago ("wight"
simply means "man"):

helpful.
And so, on a national holiday which has shrunk
to undeserved insignificance, salute the tens of millions who have died throughout history in war, and
have never had the chance to return home to paint
landscapes or plan cities or simply be normal human beings again; to 43 years without another
world war, and to the day when peace finally be-

In Time of "The Breaking of Nations"
Only a man harrowing clods
In a slow silent walk
With an old horse that stumbles and nods
Half asleep as they stalk.
Only thin smoke without flame
From the heaps of couch-grass;
Yet this will go onward the same
Though Dynasties pass.

Yonder a maid and her wight
Come whispering by:
War's annals will fade into night
Ere their story die.
Would that it were always so.

EIC stands behind position switching decision
FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK

There seems to be a controversy raging over something
which should not have been controversial at all. Although there
was a news story on the subject

of Karen Bird and I switching
positions for a day, several things
were either misinterpreted, or
misleading, and therefore I feel
an explanation of the facts is in
order.
Firstly, as the story appeared
it made it out to seem that I had
called Karen Bird and asked her
to take my job because I wanted
to go to see The Stray Cats. In
reality, I had asked my employers
for the night off and it was suggested to me that I consider the
possibility of switching positions
with Karen Bird. It did not seem
unreasonable, so I announced the
decision at a staff meeting and
asked for feedback. Some concerns were raised and before I left
I was under the impression that
they had been sufficiently ad-

BLOOM COUNTY

Question
of the Week

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
dressed. Unfortunately, due to a
lack of communication, the prob
lems were obviously noi
resolved.
The Editorial Board were consulted on two ideas: either we
pushed the production cycle forward one day, or I appointed an
Editor for the evening. Although
preference was given to one of
the options by each Editorial
Board member, there was no
adamant refusals to accept either
decision. This is what was presented to the Board of Directors
as part of the proposal to have the
night off.
Granted, a lack of communication between staff, myself and
the Board of Directors resulted in
some confusion, but this would
have been minimized had deadlines been followed. If they had,
the only section that would have

been affected was News.
From a political standpoint
the position switch was beneficial
because now someone within
WLUSU, the people who hold
our purse strings, knows exactly
how important our equipment is
to production of the paper. There
is greater understanding on both
sides of how things run in the two
organizations, and that can only
be beneficial for further negotiations. Communication and good
relations between Student Publications and WLUSU are necessary in order to maintain a
smooth working relationship.
Despite the criticism raised, I
firmly stand behind the decision
that was made. I would like to
thank WLUSU for their decent
treatment and help during the
day, and would like to thank the
majority of Cord staff for making
Karen's day bearable.

Which students would be the most tasty and why?

Arts—they have a feel for things.

Dale
Ist year business

Biz students—they send off that
aroma like Mom's liver and
onion dinner.
Cindy Pappin
Ist year psych

Science-because they preserve
so well.

John

Ist year business

Sincerely,
Cori Ferguson
Editor-in-Chief

by Berke Breathed
Music students because they're so
smart.

Patsy Forbes
4th year student taste tester

Arts—because we're already
sweet enough.

John Patterson
4th year arts

Girls from all faculties 'cause
they all taste the same-good!!

Bob and Nick
Hons. Rude, Crude and Lewd.
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Letter writer a candidate for English writing lab
Editor, The Cord:

We, not of our own acCord

VH

but through the whimsied decisions of some hired power, find
ourselves in the hapless state of
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170 University Ave. W.,
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GoingYour Way!

your letter left me bewildered and
angry!
I'm not calling into question
whether or not the Student pub
staff does an excellent job, I personally feel that they all do a
tremendous job! I do however,
have a problem with the fact that
you feel $4.05/hour is not satisfactory. $4.05/hour is quite in line
with the rate paid by other university pubs to their staff and it is
also very much in line with the
rates
of other
pay
in
waiters/waitresses the food industry. In addition to your regular
wage, you also receive tips or
gratuities which tend to push your
wages into the
range.
This additional income is virtually tax-free if you so desire but
more importantly it is a sign
given by the various patrons to
you the staff, that you are doing
a commendable job.
As for the other WLUSU
people, allow me to point out that
many volunteer their services for
We must needs be vigilante if
free while some receive an
we dairy t confront 'his ish-u.
honouraria as a small token for a
Wipe from the bespattered pages
job well done. Countless numoff our polOtially great pubbers of hours are put in by these
licajun the fecal ish-ues of thes
people over the cause of the year
mongrel hordes. We as freshmen and their rewards are minimal.
r inter-rested in the preservation,
These people include: members
or rather the reinstatement of Hi!
of the Board of Student Ackoala-T writin' and in a larger tivities, the volunteers from the
sense, in upgreyding the use of
many WLUSU departments, StuInglish as a langwage 'mongst the
dent Publications personnel, pergeneral populace.
sonnel from the Games Room,
the Info Booth Staff, Directors on
what the hell etc....
the Board and many others who I
hope will forgive me for not havJimmy the Shrew
ing specifically mentioned them.
We all do our job to enhance the
corporation either monetarily or
image wise. You would have a
hard time convincing me that
Editor, The Cord:
your job is more important, to
This letter is written in WLUSU, WLU, and the community, than a volunteer in Operresponse to the letter, which apOutreach or BACCHUS for
ation
peared in the November 3, 1988
example.
issue of the Cord, written by Mr.
You as Turret staff are °mKlein and Mr. Tallis. Gentlemen,
freshmention. 'Twould seem
neses'ry, at this point, t include
some swear werds if we want to
get this published....
now, bein' fresh men we r
sumwhat? new to this hole conseptic tank of righting letters to
the Cord Weekly. However, we
have takin penis in hand nonetheless, to create this what? you r
reading. Our major problem is:
pre sizely this: the koala-T of
writin' at large 'mongst the the
general constichwewnts-at-largewho-letters-to-the-editor write,
right.
It is nothingless than deplorea-bull when mentionless guise
cum up with the septic slosh so
come-on-ly seen in die letters-tothe-edit-or section, we we ep 4
society as we read these.o god
where fort Art the trooper veyers
of litter-airy prowess in absentia?
Wpon wings of steal hast thou
swifted them to a loft? let us not
talk falsely now, for the hour is
getting late.

More Turret talk

There's always something
cooking at Casey's

BLOOM COUNTY

'112

JT>X
(^^asey's
J

183 Weber St. North,
Waterloo, Ontario N2J 3H3

(519)886-9050

H
I

,

ployees of the 'STUDENTS'
UNION are no more entitled to
special privileges than anyone
else paying Student Union Fees.
On a personal note, let me add
that as an Arts and Science Director, I receive no special treatment,
neither a "thank-you" nor a "good
job" but I do not ask for one. I
serve the members of WLUSU to
the best of my ability and I commend you for doing die same.

Yours Respectfully,
Keith Doan
WLUSU Arts and Science
Director

Biz students just
can't take a joke!
Editor, The Cord:
Dear Mark Hand:

I was dismayed that you
thought that biz students were
money-minded, dim-witted, unnecessary drains on our space and
resources when, as last week's
letters to the editor prove, the
only thing wrong with them is
that they can't take a fucking
joke.

Yours,

Jeff Sweeney
Due to space constraints some
letters were held back. They will
be run next week, providing they
contain the full information required by the Letter's policy. If
you think your name, phone number or student I.D. number is
missing, come up to the Cord offices and discuss it with Cori.
Also to the anonymous comment
writer who submitted the underage proposal, we would run it
if we could identify the writer,
even for only our own records.
Come talk to Cori!

by Berke Breathed
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The

God damn the hands of glory

That hold that bloody firebrand high;
Close the book and end the story
Of how so many men have died.

Scen

-

You Too, Rattle And Hmmm...

By Steve Burke
(The scene is a dark, square room full of silent
all
staring wide-eyed at a big, white wall. It begins. They
strangers,
watch...)

This is very powerful. The first half-hour was all about
recording and performing the material for the new
album. Intense performances and 'behind the scenes'
Memphis footage.
Hmmm:
Oh, it's a commercial for the new album. When does
the movie start?
This is the movie. It's a fascinating exploration of the
Rattle:
band's extensive U.S. Tour.
Did they do anything before this album? Where abouts
Hmmm:
in the States are they from?
They're from Ireland. This is just a friendly visit. This
Rattle:
is great! They've taken over the streets, stopping traffic
and spray-painting walls!
Looks kind of like a civil rights march.
Hmmm:
Rattle:
The black and white filming and the erratic camera
movements make it so exciting.
Isn't it already supposed to be exciting? Why all the
Hmmm:
close- ups of anguish? Do they use double for those
shots?
Ratde:
No. This is how the band performs. The brief interview
segments reveal them as just normal people. It's so
intriguing.
Yeah. They giggle and fidget like confused, shy
Hmmm:
schoolboys. Reminds me of Spinal Tap.
Rattle:
But look how emotional Bono gets in performance.
He's completely captivating.
He looks kind of worried. Why is he making speeches?
Hmmm:
Is he one of the candidates? Is this all going over their
heads, or does it manage to go down their throats?
Rattle:
He's just exposing social injustice. The director is
simply showing him as an influential role model.
Well,
he certainly looks righteous above all those
Hmmm:
people, bathed in light and with those spiritual poses.
Rattle:
Be quiet. It's only music. This just shows how popular
the band is.
Then why don't they get a sitcom? Right after Cosby.
Hmmm:
Or a Saturday morning cartoon?
Hey, they've switched to colour for the last half-hour.
Rattle:
It's so effective. Larger than life. They're performing
some political songs off their last few albums.
Makes
the anguish all the more real. What happened to
Hmmm:
interviews?
the
This would be ideal on CBC on a
Sunday afternoon. I could switch it on, then go and get
a sandwich, read the paper, talk on the phone and not
miss anything. If you close your eyes, it's just like
hearing their album. If you cover your ears, it looks
like a war movie: Christian soldiers and fear and chaos.
It's so versatile.
Well, it's over. Quite stunning. Very forceful.
Rattle:
Hmmm:
Yeah. I guess you're right. It does show them in all
their glory. It's quite definitive of the modern
'rockumentary', yet it has a unique quality all of its
own. The biting social commentary is very
entertaining. All so melodramatic, very witty. {Pause)
It was a parody, wasn't it?
(They shuffle out of the building, past the T-shirts, posters and
cassettes and into the street, unsuspectingly pelted with rain.)
Rattle:

Cord photo by Jonßohr

Stray Cats Strut Stuff
By Cori Cusak

At sixteen, for me, the best
things in life were cruising down
the main drag in my hometown in
my best friend's car, sneaking
cigarettes, maybe stealing a beer
or two from our parents, hanging
out at McDonald's and blasting
the radio when a new tune called
"Rock This Town" by a bunch of
rockabilly rats called The Stray

Cats came on.
At 22, I found myself at
Stages last Tuesday night sneaking a couple of beers, smoking a
few cigarettes and finally experiencing something I had only
dreamed about when I was sixteen

-

watching Brian Setzer and

The Stray Cats rock this town.
This tour may or may not
have been my final chance to actually see the original line-up of
the band together on the same
stage. Since the days when "Sexy
And Seventeen" was something
every girl I knew wanted to be,
The Stray Cats have broken up,
gotten back together, broken up,
and gotten back together again. In
between, Brian Setzer has taken a
stab at a solo career that has had
ambivalent results: critical acclaim but poor fan support.
These days, The Stray Cats's
record company, Capitol-EMI,
swears the band will be remaining together at least long enough
to release another album or two.

Depending on who you talk to,
the reasoning behind this tour is
sort of vague; they either needed
the cash, or they wanted to get
back to touring, or they wanted to
find out if they still had an
audience.
If the Stages show was any indication of things to come, The
Stray Cats definitely still have an
audience. Granted, it's not the
same as when they could fill
Maple Leaf Gardens, but Stages
was packed to the rafters with
writhing, sweaty bodies that
couldn't get enough of the band.
Even the People in Black were
fashionably represented.

continued on p. 12

Bruce Cockburn
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Inside Track
By Dave Lackie

Welcome to Inside Track where you will find
the very latest music news, concert reviews and
general information about what is going on in the
music industry. Here is this week's music
news...Lead singer, lan McCullough, has left Echo
and the Bunnymen, confirming several months of
rumours that the band has split up. The remaining
members of the band are continuing to work in the
studio and some sources say they are looking for a
new lead singer. Yet, it is unclear at this point
whether the band can or will want to continue using
the name Echo and the Bunnymen. Rumours of a
break-up first started last June when McCullough
stated, "Maybe this is the big one. I don't know...".
McCullough has spent the past six weeks in the
studio, adding to speculation that he has already
started work on solo material....New Order return
with a new single on November 21st entided "Fine
Time". This will be the first single from a
forthcoming album entitled Technique, due to be
released sometime in January. At the moment, the
band is completing a short tour of Brazil and Argentina....An article in The New Musical Express
this week stated that Morrissey is planning to get
back together with ex-Smiths members Andy
Rourke, Mike Joyce and Craig Gannon. Morrissey's old song-writing partner, Johnny Marr, will
not be involved in the project....The Pet Shop Boys
return this week with a new single entitled "Left
My Own Devices" as a follow-up to "Domino
Dancing"....This week's column features profile of
Acid House music. This particular genre and its
links with drug use has raised a considerable
amount of media controversy recently in Great
Britain. BBC Radio One has virtually banned all
Acid House music from the air waves while newspapers have been printing numerous articles condoning the music and its associated lifestyle. "What

is Acid House?" you ask. As a dance club
phenomena, Acid House is regarded as the most
significant youth culture movement since punk. The

music is basically cheap, gadgety funk records
made by anonymous DJ.'s. Few make claims about
the greatness of the records, but the intensity of the
movement is undeniable, with clubs all across the
U.K. playing the music all night, seven days a
week. It is basically a throwback to the 1960's with
psychedelic strobe lights, smiley T-shirts and anything fluorescent. Yet, the British media has made
quite an issue of the drug-taking aspect and the alleged hordes of youth walking around at three in
the morning. So much so, in fact, that the top clothing chain in Britain reacted this week by removing all smiley T-shirts from the shelves of top retail
stores. A store rep said he removed the shirts after
reading about the "sick, drug-taking sub-culture". A
local paper on England's South Coast urged any
parent whose son or daughter was wearing a smiley
T-shirt to take him/her to the doctor because he/she
was probably on drugs. The drug at the centre of
the controversy is called ecstasy or more commonly
referred to as 'E\ The term "Acid House" came
from a 1987 American compilation album called
We Call It Acid. For the moment, Acid House is the
latest trend in music culture, although critics say
that the music does not stand up to any repeated
listening and will probably be replaced by a new
trend in the near future...Finally, Career Services is
presenting a seminar called Careers In The Music
Industry on Wednesday, November 16 from 6 8
p.m. in the Paul Martin Centre. Guest speakers
from MuchMusic, City TV, CFNY-FMIO2 and
WEA will discuss their career in the music industry. Come out and find out what the music industry
is really like. Everyone is welcome.
-

Change Of Heart lead'guitarist and vocalist, lan Blurton, belts it out
at the Bombshelter last Saturday night Blurton, along with drummer
Ron Duffy and bassist Rob Taylor, was in town to touch base with
K/W fans and to push the recent independent release of a cassette
containing 3 studio and 5 live tracks. "Pat's Decline", their new single
with its beautiful guitar riffs and walloping chorus, was received
enthusiastically by the half-filled hall. Saturday's show revealed these
purveyors of what can loosely be described as "psychedelic folk" to
be in fine form. Following on the heels of their debut album 50 ft. Up
on Primitive Records and the follow-up, Slowdance, the lads expect
to have a new batch of material ready to be released in March of next
year. The album is tentatively titled Soapbox.
Cord photo by Neville Blair
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WED. NOV. 16
2 SHOWS
6:45 PM
AT

9:45 PM

HOTEL WATERLOO BALLROOM
TICKETS AVAILABLE BY
-PHONE 1- 800- 387-5424
-CENTRE IN THE SQUARE
-WLU HUMANITES THEATRE
BOX OFFICE
$30 VIP SEATS
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Puppies And Kittens Take To The Highlands
By Android

In the thriving metropolis of
Cambridge lurks a bar known for

its often obscure choices in
bands. Last Thursday, November
3rd, the Highlands was the scene
for Skinny Puppy with their special guests, Kitten with a Whip.
The Highlands is known for its

capabilities to handle a wide vari- pearance of the bar, the stage was
ety of bands. There are two things set for a journey into the
that I have grown to expect from ominous, macabre style to which
the Highlands; the first being that Skinny Puppy is so often linked.
it is always very loud, the second After a two-month journey to
being that the beer of the evening Europe this current jaunt around
changes with the bands. North America is part of the
Fortunately, Thursday the choice Puppy's Head Trauma Tour to
publicize their latest venture,
was Black Label.
In the often barn-like ap- VrVlsectVl. The tour itself direct-

BUSINESS Ph. D. PROGRAM
UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA
Prof. John Brown will be at Wilfrid Laurier
University to discuss the Business Ph. D. at the
University of Alberta.
November 24, 1988
1:30 pm 4:00 pm
Peters Bldg. Rm. P2OOB
Majors: Accounting, Finance, Marketing, Indus.
Relations, and Organizational analysis.

-

-

-

-

WHO?

n

Who do you want to govern Canada?
That's a serious question. On November 21,
Canadians will answer.

Brian Mulroney and the Progressive Conservative government understand that the world
around us is changing, and that our challenge
is to manage global change to Canada's
benefit. Since 1984, the P.C. government
has put Canada on a solid footing.
Who has more at stake than Canada's
youth?

Before you vote, consider the facts.

LEADERSHIP

Since the P.C. Government was elected, the
youth unemployment rate has fallen from
18.3% to 12.2%. This progress must continue.

COURAGE

The P.C. government has led the western
world in taking a firm stand against the
Apartheid regime in South Africa.

VISION

The P.C. government has produced Canada's
first Environmental Protection Act, which
carries harsh penalties for polluters.
These are some of the issues which concern
young Canadians. In four years, Brian
Mulroney and his government have made

great progress. Support the P.C. government,
and the progress will continue.

Who should we elect?

The P.C. Government.

WHO ELSE!
Wyouth
AUTHORIZED BY PC CANADA

AGENT FOB THE

PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE PARTY

Of CANADA

ly parallels the character of the
band: sporadic, with shows jumping from Cambridge to Montreal
and then back to Toronto.
Skinny Puppy originated in
Vancouver some five years ago
and is known for their often
obscure and sometimes nightmarish sounds. The latest news
on the band surrounds a concert
on their current tour in Cincinnati
in which Chud, their toy dog, was
mistaken for a genuine canine
and the band was subsequently
arrested. The mock surgery that
ensued on 'man's best friend'
was thought to be true to life. The
Cincinatti show illustrates that
trying to interpret the messages in
Skinny Puppy sometimes twists
audience members around.
The show was quite vivid and
explicit; an effective exercise in
performance art, including both
visual and audio effects.
It could be labelled nothing
less than shocking, from the
opening band, Kitten with a
Whip, right through to the final
sequence of Skinny Puppy. Kitten
with a Whip was a fine choice as
an opening act for Skinny Puppy,
carrying with it some very weird
undertones. Trying to drive home
a message with thrashing guitars
and screaming lyrics that can
only be described as TOO
LOUD. Kitten with a Whip is a
new band on the scene, hoping to
release a single in the near future.
Kitten with a Whip reminded
me of Crass in many respects,
and was uniquely composedlacking a drummer, yet containing a very loud prerecorded
drumtrack. Technically, the
drumtrack was well coordinated
with the stage performance. The
lyrics were too often indistinguishable above the guitars
on many of the songs, yet the
band appeared sincere in trying to
get their songs across.
Kitten with a Whip was accompanied by a unique visual accouterment: a mutant dancer clad
in green leotards, a huge afro, and
a set of Christmas lights to adorn
his midriff strange? Not for this
-

Keeping up with the latest fashions can be painful. Attempt this only
under strict supervision.
Cord photo by Christine Doherty

show. The bands antics continued
throughout their forty minute set,
crowd reaction ranged from sincere applause to complaints about
the noise level.
At 10:45 Skinny Puppy came
onstage. Facing an audience
prepped by Kitten with a Whip,
the Puppie's pandemonious stage
presence came through. Nivek
Orge on vocals out in front in a
splay of dry ice, Dwayne Goettel
on keyboards, and Cevin Key on
drums, guitar, and keyboards.
Skinny Puppy offered a
unique show. Most of the attention was drawn to Orge's performance and the video screens
illustrated their songs (which
focussed primarily on the inhumane treatment man inflicts
upon animals in research labs).
The show never seemed to relax,
only to intensify throughout their
hour long set. The climax came
with Orge's infamous mock operation on toy dog, Chud.

The entire show appeared to
be a modern musical performance
taken from the darkside. Their
latest album was understandably
the focus of the show, taking only

an occasional backseat to earlier
works. "Assimilate" fit right in
with their most recent material,
but my desire to hear earlier hits
like "Smothered Hope" or "Dig
It" were in vain.
The show could have been
viewed as a horror not suitable
to younger minds at all
but at
the same time it did add a startling dimension to Skinny
Puppy's vinyl efforts. While talking with Cevin Key and Kitten
with a Whip, they made it quite
clear that the music of both bands
was open to interpretation: "Call
it knowledge, call it crass suit
yourself," Key stated. "Some
people need escapism; we're not
looking for commercial success."
-

-

-

To end the show, Orge, clad
in a dead soldier mask, was
strapped to a raised chair by a
man wearing a black radiation
outfit. The chair then dropped,
suspending Orge upside down to
a background of strobe lights and
intense rhythms. Then it was
over. Anarchistic? "Depends on
your definition of anarchy...l spit
on the sidewalk," says Key with a
grin.

Weddings Parties Anything But
Professional Last Thursday evening saw the arrival of this Aussie
troupe at Fed Hall. WPA take the
Celtic sound one step further and
combine it with traditional Aussie
folk and an almost punk-like energy to create an interesting and
danceable mixture. Low points of
the set included the constant
belittling of the crowd by lead
vocalist, Mick Thomas. He called
them jerks for dancing to the
music of the D.J. instead of dancing to opening act, Basic English.
Thomas also asked the audience
to follow his lead in learning "the
goat dance" and after they did, he
turned around and announced
"You all look fucking stupid".

Photo by Cord Staff
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'Freedom' Rings True Stray Cats
the retelling.
The second cut of the album,
"Be True," is even more forgettable than the first, resembling
some of the fluffier songs from
The River. After the first 12
minutes of Chimes of Freedom,
you begin to wonder why you
bought the darned thing. And
then, of course, you find out: the
next track is Springsteen's live
cover version of Bob Dylan's
"Chimes of Freedom." And by
God, it is magnificent

By Earl Camenbert
Bruce Springsteen fans and
record reviewers alike are divided
over the Boss' latest release, a

four-cut "mini-album" called
Chimes ofFreedom. Some of the
proceeds from the album's sales
will go towards Amnesty International, but are the four cuts on
Chimes of Freedom worth six or
seven bucks regardless of where
that money is going? The answer
is a guarded "yes."

The first track, "Tougher than
the Rest," recorded here at a
Springsteen concert was originally the last single from the Tunnel
of Love album, and hasn't been
noticeably improved upon. Unlike Springsteen's live reinterpretations (via the Live 19751985 release) of "Thunder Road"
or "Growing Up", "Tougher than
the Rest" doesn't ring any truer in

Dylan's words and imagery
are wonderful enough on their
own. The "chimes of freedom"
are the blasts of lightning and
thunder seen by a couple on the
run from the forces of oppression
in some unnamed time and place
as they huddle in a doorway.
They toll for all those "condemned to drift/ Or else be kept
from drifting", as well as for the
twisted lives of the oppressors
themselves.
Springsteen and the E Street
Band give a rendition of "Chimes
of Freedom" which is grand opera
in spirit, if not in actual technique. Guitars, saxophones and
keyboards soar, augmenting
Springsteen's powerful voice, a
voice which has never sounded
better. The song is inspirational,

grittily soulful, and almost
cathartic in the effect its emotional heights have on the
listener. The Boss is in full voice
here.

But there's still one more

continued from p. 11
song on this all-live set. The
While most of the songs they
acoustic guitar version of Springran through were off their three
steen's first hit, "Born to Run", is previous albums, there was a
one of the braver musical vensprinkling of new material, postures Springsteen has taken (in
sibly an indication of a new alpurely creative terms, at least
bum in the works. The best of the
Nebraska pushed those limits new songs was a tune called
commercially). Stripped of its
"Gina Don't You Run With
driving guitars and its youthful Him". Backed by an extremely
exuberance, what does "Born to Buddy Hollyish beat, Setzer and
Run" mean?
the boys showed that they haven't
lost their touch when it comes to
What it ends up as is an alcreating new, simplistic yet admost ironic re-interpretation of
youthful dreams of eternal love dictive music.
As expected, they played
and escape. Springsteen sounds
here like a man who has suddenly most of their big hits including
realized that the time for escaping "Rock This Town", "Stray Cat
the rut his life has gotten into has Strut" (which brought tears to my
almost passed. When he sings eyes), "Rumble In Brighton",
"Sexy and Seventeen", "Double
"Tramps like us/ Baby, we were
Talking
Baby", "Something's
poignance
is
a
born to run," there
Wrong
My Radio", and
With
where before optimistic rebellion
Classic covers
Speed".
"Built
For
prevailed. The unspoken phrase
for
good
measure inwhich seems to reverberate thrown in
Fought
cluded
The
Law" and
"I
this
acoustic
version
throughout
Eddie
Cochran's
"Somethin'
is "We probably won't make it
Else".
out of here." It is a valid reinterMore than just the music, The
pretation of the song, considering
that 13 years have gone by since Stray Cats themselves put on an
it first became popular, but it is incredible show. Because I rarely
see established acts, I was overalso unsettling.
whelmed by the degree of showIf you're a Springsteen fan, manship they displayed. The enand if you're willing to spend the ergy the band possessed engulfed
price of three beers on one exthe entire bar, and Setzer's
cellent song, one interesting numdevilish grin and flashing eyes
ber, and two unremarkable ones, revealed his love for the music.
then Chimes of Freedom is a This is not a band that plays rockworthwhile purchase. The fact abilly for cash, this is a band that
that your money also benefits an truly lives and loves the music
they perform.
extremely worthwhile organization should also make you feel
On the bill with The Stray
"good" for picking up this fourCats was a hot and steamy band
song compilation.
from Toronto called The Tennes—
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six years. Fronted by Arden
Myers, a man with an overwhelming stage presence, the
music of The Tenessee Rockets is
very difficult to classify. They
combine elements of blues, rock,
country and rockabilly to create
their unique sound. One thing
must be said; the Tennessee
Rockets really know how to rock.
The energy behind songs like
"Right Behind Me", "Let's Go"
and "Red Hot Rocket" ranks up
there with the best of them. A
cover of Elvis's "Trying To Get
To You" gnawed at the heart,
while the combination of Myers's
powerful voice and the fabulous
harmonica work of Rob "The
Butcher" Bellmore were never
better highlighted than in the
songs "Old Black Joe" and
"Nothin' Means Nothin'".
Despite the fact that these
guys don't presently have any
agency representation and have
no recording contract, they are a
band that is well liked within
Toronto and its suburbs. In December they will be going into
Umbrella Studios, (where The
Plastercine Replicas recorded
their LP), to cut a single which
will hopefully bring some nibbles
from record companies.
The Tenessee Rockets are a
lot of fun and, for a cheap night
of really rocking tunes, they're
definitely the band to see. Opening for The Stray Cats has been a
big break both for the band and
the audiences they've played to.
It gave the band wider exposure
and it gave the crowd everything
they could ask for more bopping
for their buck.

W

A SMART CHOICE FOR
THE STUDENT SPECIES !
Good reasons
to make VIA
VOUr Prime travel

see Rockets. The Rockets have
been around on and off for about

'-mtu

IIKG It!
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Student discount not applicable on Fridays and Sundays between 12:00-18:00 hours for intercity trips
(Quebec-Windsor) corridor, and (Halifax-Fredericton), (Moncton-Combellton) services except when traveiling to a station outside above territories, AND not applicable on all train services from December 18,
to-January 4, 1989.
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SPORTS
Hawks Sunk in the Mud
Western Regains Yates Cup Title
By Scott Morgan

Dearly beloved, we are gathered here today to try and figure out why the
heck grown men play football in mud puddles that double as playing
fields. Cord Photo by Chris Starkey.

They fought it out in the trenches all afternoon, and in the end, the archrivals were still able to shake hands. Cord Photo by Chris Starkey.

An unsuccessful third and short play, and two
injuries to key offensive personnel stopped the Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks gridiron squad from
defending its Yates Cup title, as they were knocked
off 27-16 by the Western Mustangs in a very wet,
windy, and muddy game at Little Stadium on Saturday.
The central play of the afternoon came with
9:48 left in the game, and the Hawks on their own
32 yard line, trailing 18-16. On the third down and
one play, fullback Luc Gerritsen was sent up the
middle. However, the Mustang defence held tight,
and Gerritsen came up just inches short.
The Mustangs capitalized quickly as running
back Mike Frank streaked out of the backfield two
plays later, and caught a 29 yard touchdown pass to
put UWO ahead 25-16. The Hawk offence, without
injured all-stars Andy Cecchini and offensive
lineman Mike Choma, was unable to recover after
that score.
Laurier finished the year with a record, including exhibition and playoff games, of 8 wins against
just 2 losses.
On the other hand, the Mustangs go on to play
the University of Calgary Dinosaurs in the Central
Bowl in London this Saturday. Calgary ousted Saskatchewan to advance.
The announced crowd of 5000 spectators (more
likely 3500) on Saturday braved the wet elements
to see a strong defensive game, as both offenses
had difficulty handling the wet ball. Laurier's
defence played outstandingly all afternoon, and accumulated three interceptions, three fumble
recoveries and allowed Mustang quarterback Jon
Jurus to complete only 4 of 22 passes all afternoon.
They also limited Western to just 147 yards rushing.
John Tavares and linebacker Jon Graffi gave
sensational efforts. Tavares, filling in for injured
all-star Rohan Dove put a blanket on Western's
leading receiver Ty Williams, who did not catch a
pass all day. Graffi had one interception, one fumble recovery and several big tackles, as he showed
why his play this year has been deserving of AllCanadian status. Tony Wilson and Ron Van
Moerkerke also had an interception each.
Head coach Rich Newbrough had a lot of praise
for the defensive effort "I haven't seen any finer
effort at WLU. Our guys were super out there." The

defense was of little consolation for Newbrough,
the team and the Hawk fans, though, as the offence
struggled to get untracked.
"We just couldn't get a damn thing going offensively," Newbrough declared.
Newbrough's rationale behind the decision to
go on third down was partly influenced by the need
to jump-start the offense. Hawk punters were struggling against the wind, Western was pressing, and
the Hawk defense was playing superbly. Laurier
had been losing yards on the punt exchanges, and
had already had one punt partially blocked. The offence was just unable to come through.
Laurier had taken an early 6-0 lead in the first
quarter on two Steve Rainey field goals, including a
46 yarder. The Mustangs got a Ray Macoritti 29
yard field goal at 12:39 of the second quarter after
Tavares fumbled on a punt return.
Offensive mistakes led to the Mustangs' next 11
points in the second quarter. A bad snap to punter
Mike Armstrong gave Western the ball on Laurier's
11 yard line, where Macoritti added another field
goal. With 2:40 left in the half, Hawk quarterback
Rod Philp and tailback Andy Cecchini ran in opposite directions on the triple option. When Philp, on
his own 35 yard line, tossed the ball backwards, nobody was there to catch it. A Western defender
kicked the ball to Laurier's two yard line. John
Wright scored on third down, and Western added
the two point convert to take a 14-9 lead at the half.
In the second half, the Hawks came out flying.
A 58 yard pass from Philp, who completed 9 of 23
with one interception, to OUAA all-star receiver
Joe Nastasiuk gave WLU a 16-14 lead, and some
momentum.
Then Mike Choma went to the sidelines with
damaged knee ligaments, joining Cecchini who reinjured his ankle on the play preceding Nastasiuk's
touchdown. The loss of Choma was a severe blow
to the rushing game, and made it difficult for Philp
to avoid the blitz.
At 10:32 Gerritsen fumbled the ball on
Laurier's 20 yard line but Western could only
manage another field goal. The Hawk offense's
only real opportunity came with a drive late in the
third quarter to Western's 40 yard line. However,
Philp was caught from behind by Western
linebacker Scott Bere on a bootleg on third and
three, turning the ball over, and squelching another
Hawk drive.
Two singles by Macoritti, the game's MVP,
closed out the scoring.

Rugby Hawks Skunk Touring Golden Bears
By Dan Howe

On Saturday the Golden
Hawk Varsity Rugby team took
on the touring University of Alberta squad in front of one of the
biggest crowds of the season.
The Golden Bears are one of
the top-ranked university teams in
western Canada. In the first game
of their Ontario tour, Alberta
defeated the University of Guelph
21-12. The Gryphons are a topranked team in the province, and
consequently, the Hawks were
ready for a tough game.
The conditions were wet and
muddy and favoured the larger
Alberta scrum. In the first half,
the Bear forwards dominated
most of the scrums and lineouts.
Coach Wayne Lloyd changed the
Hawk gameplan, therefore, at the
half, to capitalize on Laurier's

clear superiority in its backs and
its fitter forwards.
The Hawks entered the second half with a slim 4-0 lead on a
try by Rob Tallis. Alberta took a
costly penalty on the 5 yard line,
which Laurier took advantage of
by sending Tallis crashing into
the endzone.
In the second half, the Laurier
forwards settled down and their
backs became accustomed to the
wet conditions. On a run to the
weak side, Gord Young and Neil
Gratton set up Scott Allenby for a
try. The clincher came when the
forwards provided a clean ball,
and Dan Howe hit a gap and
passed to lan Allison who
stumbled into the endzone. Lan hit
his second convert to give WLU a
16-0 upset of the nationallyranked University of Alberta.

Rugby Retrospective: Although
WLU was pleased with the outcome of this game, it did little to
make up for a very disappointing
season. The team clearly had the
most individual talent in the
league with such players as lan
Allison and Neal Gratton who
represented Ontario, and captain
Gord Young who participated on
the Canadian squad.
The problems occurred in
organizing and disciplining these
and other top rugby players on
the Hawk squad. The absence of
Wayne Lloyd until minutes before the first match enabled Trent
University to upset the Golden
Hawks. Due to the fact that only
the top team in the division
makes the playoffs, this loss put
the Hawks in a deep hole after
only one game.
The Hawks learned slowly to

play better as a team as the season progressed, but a discipline
problem became evident. WLU
took numerous stupid penalties,
including a season high of 29 in a
21-16 win over Brock.
This season came down to
one game against Waterloo in
which a large number of players
decided to go out and show the
rest of Ontario what Laurier is
made of. The players accomplished this, but fell short, losing 6-3,
as the Warriors ended up second
in the province after losing to
Queen's in the finals.

Laurier Club Team: The key to
any good team is its second team,
and Laurier had an excellent Club
Team, with several potential Varsity members. The Second team
finished the season second only
to Toronto.

The problem facing the
Laurier players is that they are
coming from high schools with
winning traditions to WLU,
where a school record for victories was set this year, after only
winning two matches last year.
Some of these players have
turned things around by pushing
the administration for more support and getting better coaching.
The Laurier Rugby team
clearly has the talent to be one of
the top schools in the province. It
is just a matter of players playing
up to their potentials, and the
team as a whole deciding that it
wants to make the sacrifices
necessary for success.
Predictions for 1989: a new
attitude, and an Ontario Rugby
championship at Laurier.

Sports Preview
By Serge Grenier

Ah! The exuberance of youth!
Youthful desire will be the
key of the new-look Laurier Lady
Hawks volleyball team this season. With more than half the
squad in their first year of university volleyball, Head Coach
Marion "Cookie" Leach will have
her work cut out for her in molding the young charges into a
cohesive team unit
Volleyball teams tend to go in
three year cycles, and 1988-89
will be Year One of the cycle.
The last cycle ended on a disappointing note, as the squad finished sixth last season with a 4-8
record.
What about this year?

Turnover: Many familiar
not wear the Lady
Hawk purple and gold this season. Four starters from last year,
Patti Smith (graduation), Allison
McGee (student exchange in
France), Sue Brown (transfer to
the University of Manitoba) and
Edith Edinger (part-time studies)
are not returning. These four
players total ten years of OWIAA
experience.
In addition, backup setter Lisa
Metallic, two-year backup Kelly
Cowan and rookies Geri-Lee
Schuiteman, Pam Buckell and
Kim Jolley also chose not to
return this season.
Returnees: Only four members of last season's team will
grace the court again this winter.

faces will
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court time.
Newcomers;

Centre blocker/outside hitter
Cathy Hall, a three-year veteran,
will be the Hawks' most senior
member. She is expected to assume an active leadership role
while recovering from a serious
pre-season injury. The other
returning starter is third year
power hitter Sue Lankowski, who
has shown improved form in preseason action.
A pivotal player this year will
be last year's Rookie of the Year
Raquel Seunath. The middle hitter proved her leaping ability last
season, and with improved hitting
she could be a major force in the
Hawk offense. Another
sophomore, Julie Van Straten,
saw some action last year and is
expected to improve with more

#rf

A successful
transition of this year's new faces
to the OWIAA West could reap a
bountiful harvest for the Lady
Hawks in the next few years. The
new starting setter is Brantford's
Paula Baker. Two major local
recruits are 5'll"-and-a~half middle blocker Trish Kleist from St.
Mary's and power hitter Lori
Spoltore from OFSAA finalists
Forest Heights. Other newcomers
are Dundas' Susan Evenden,
Anita Klein (Guelph) and setter
Cora Fuller (Pefferlaw).
Outlook: The Lady Hawks
will not repeat last season's 4-8
record they will play two additional games this time around
with the arrival of divisional new-

j

205 WEBER ST. N.
886-9190

Frank Anagnostopoulos
(Soccer)
Striker Frank Anagnostopoulos
continued his consistent play as
he scored a hat trick in the semifinal win over McMaster. The
win advanced the Hawks to the
OUAA West Division finals.
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Goaltender Trish Kleist capped
off a fine season stopping two
penalty kicks in the Lady Hawks'
win Saturday over Toronto. The
win gave them a fifth place finish
at the OWIAA Championships.
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Trish Kleist (Soccer)

I
I

This is not a team that, this
season, can be fairly evaluated by
their won-loss record. Rather, the
story will be on their improvement in preparation for next year.
They will not win many games,
but the key will be how well they
perform in losing situations. If
they do well, the old cliche "wait
'til next year" will be a potent
threat, not words in the wind.
The regular season opens this
evening at the Complex at 8:00
against Brock.
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comer Lakehead. McMaster will
still dominate, with Windsor a
likely second and Guelph, Waterloo and Western expected to
battle for the last two playoff
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Ladies Climax Best Soccer Season Ever
Finish Fifth in Ontario
By Caroline Reyers

This past weekend marked the
close of the OWIAA soccer season and it also left something to
watch for in the Laurier Lady
Hawk camp next season.
After finishing third in the
West Division, the Lady Hawks
travelled to Queen's University
for the Ontario championships.
Every player was determined that
they would go all the way,
despite a draining five hour haul
to Kingston.

Queen's 1 Laurier 0
The weather was dreary, but it
did not affect the Hawks as they
shot out in full-force as soon as
the whistle blew.
Both Laurier and Queen's
started out playing tough
defensive soccer, with the keepers handling the ball a good deal.
It was a fast paced 45 minutes
with crisp, hard passes as well as
many interesting calls from the
referee.
Strikers Tanya Rusynyk, Lisa
Fee and Loreen Paulo had a few
good chances at scoring, but the
ball went wide every time.
Queen's made the most of their

opportunities, when near the end
of the first half, on a free kick, a
Queen's striker headed a "relaxed
ball" past keeper Trish Kleist.

However, Laurier did not give
up. Immediately following the
Gael's goal, defender Heather
Purdy broke through the Queen's
line and passed to Rusynyk, but
the ball again went wide.
Kathleen Doyle had several hard
shots on the Queen's net, but they
were too high. Even fullbacks
Nena Orescanin and Leslie
Leader tried to push the ball past
the Queen's keeper.

The second half was plagued
by overzealous officiating, but
even with some advantageous
calls, the Hawks could not clench
a goal. Midfielder Daniella Avramovic along with Purdy,
Rusynyk, Paulo, and Nancy
Mustard all made attempts to
score for Laurier, but were unable
to break the goose-egg.
Laurier 4 Toronto 3
Saturday turned out to be a
different story. A milder midmorning showed a new team as
Laurier came out with a fresh attitude as they played the University
of Toronto Blues to battle for
fifth place in Ontario.

Once again, it was a tough
challenge between both combattants, and the first half ended
with no score. Many attempts
were made to score on the Blues,
but wide and high shots were the
only result.

The Lady Hawks had to overcome several injuries to key
players in their match against the
Blues. Early in the first half,
striker Loreen Paulo had to leave
the game with a knee injury. Not
long after, sweeper Nena Orescanin followed with an injury to
her leg. Taking her position was
centre defense Heather Purdy,
who was relieved by Jodi Ellard
and Kim Wells.
The Hawks garnered a few

more scoring attempts and were

finally rewarded during a scuffle
in front of the Blues net. Kathleen
Doyle crossed the ball to teammate Lisa Fee who knocked it in
to score for the Lady Hawks.
Just when it seemed that the
ladies had things wrapped up, the
Blues got the equalizer. Just before the end of the game, on a
play in which Kleist went down,
Toronto scored to secure a tie.

Now that's what I call using your head. Obviously it paid off, as the Lady
Hawks defeated Toronto on penalty kicks to finish fifth in Ontario.
Cord Photo by James Gingerich.

Tension mounted as the teams
went into penalty kicks. The
Blues had substituted their goal
keeper in overtime, but could still
not keep ahead of Laurier as they
went on to beat Toronto 5-3.
Scoring on penalty shots were
Rusynyk, Orescanin, Doyle, and
Leader.

Overtime proved that the team
had not given up, but the ex!ra
session ended tied as well.

Keeper Kleist, who only allowed two goals on penalty kicks,
ended the season with only
eleven goals against her. Considering the tremendous pressure she
was under being a rookie, she has
proven to be a promising asset to
the team in coming years.

Season in Review: Other first
year players Chantal Bohan,
Andrea Deane, Sheryl Lind,
Melinda Krauss and Anke Richler

Men's Servers Spiked by Warriors FREE
last Tuesday at the Athletic Complex. The action lasted only forty
The Laurier men's volleyball minutes, as the Warriors quickly
team was stymied in its opening overcame the Hawks by scores of
15-3,15-1 and 15-0.
seasonal encounter with the Uni"It was just a case of a very
versity of Waterloo Warriors 3-0
By Fidel Treadway

Swimmers Splash Well
Special to the Cord
The Laurier Swim team travelled to Brock on Saturday for the
Annual Brock Relay meet. The competition attracted teams from
Western, Guelph, Ryerson, Windsor, Waterloo, Brock and
Laurentian.
WLU's men's competitors did exceptionally well, as they placed
second in the 3xloo backstroke, third in the 4x50 metre medley, third
in the 4xloo medley and sixth in the 4x50 and4xloo metre freestyle
races.
The women's team placed sixth in the 4x50 metre freestyle, and
seventh in the 4xloo metre freestyle.
Competitors who made the trip to St. Catharines on the weekend
included Mike Verhoeve, Pete Stratford, Rich Menniga and Dave
Smith on the men's side. The women's team consisted of Kathy
Coats, Lynn Cullen, Nada Vorkapich and Kelly Havrilla.
Next meets see the men travel to Toronto on November 18, while
the women splash around at McMaster on November 19.

TICKETS I

Editor's mail box in the Cord Office. Winners and answers will be
announced in next week's paper.

The Golden Hawks were
hamstrung by injuries to several

Next action sees the Hawks
hosting Windsor on Tuesday in
the A.C.

Tournament Highlights:
Queen's went on to beat the
Mustangs 5-2 and York battled
over the Marauders 2-1 in the
semi-finals on Saturday. Queen's
took home the OWIAA
championship title with a 1-0 victory over York. Western outlasted
Mac to take home the bronze
medal, 2-1. Overall, Laurier
placed fifth in the province.

Yeah, I know that the Hawks lost in the Yates Cup on Saturday, and
that the Vanier Cup has lost some of its luster for Laurier fans. But,
nonetheless, the Vanier Cup is still the pinnacle of Canadian college
football. And I have 20, count 'em 20, free tickets. All you have to do
is answer these questions, and the people who answer the most correctly will get tickets. (How many depends on how many people enter
the contest.) Entries close Monday November 14 at 6 pm. Submit
your answers, along with your name and phone number, to the Sports

experienced team beating a very
inexperienced team," commented
Coach Don Smith. Traditionally
one of the OUAA West's two
powerhouses, UW looks to be
even more potent this season,
having defeated the usually
strong Western Mustangs 3-0 this
season. "I can't see them losing a
game in the first round," added
Coach Smith.

key players. Chief setter Greg
Tennyson could not play due to
injuries, while Scott Lee, the
veteran Hawk tall man, saw his
play limited because of back
problems. The Hawks were also
hurt by an injury to rookie Bruce
MacGregor, who had been impressive in the season opener as a
left side power hitter.

show the talent that will return for
Laurier next year. Veteran stars
Tracey Matson, Heather Purdy,
Lisa Fee and Kathleen Doyle will
leave big spaces to fill with their
awesome effort displayed this
year. However, remaining talents
from Loreen Paulo and Daniella
Auramovic will serve as a solid
base next season.

•

1. To what association do proceeds from Vanier Cup go?
2. The 1987 Vanier Cup was won by which team?
3. What Ontario University team has scored the most points in a
Vanier Cup Game?
4. In what year did the Vanier Cup change from being an invitational
to being a national championship?
5. Where is the 25th Anniversary Game being played in 1989?
6. Who did Laurier lose to in its first College Bowl appearance in
1966, and what was the score?
7. Who did Laurier lose to in its second College Bowl appearance in
1968, and what was the score?
8. In 1968, Mike McMahon was an all-star linebacker for the Hawks'
Bowl team. What does he do now for a living?
9. Who was at the quarterback's controls for the Hawks in the 1966
Vanier Cup?
10. Tuffy Knight took the Hawks to the Vanier Cup in his first year
as head coach in 1966. Who did he replace as head coach, and as
athletic director?
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Soccer Hawks Almost Defend Blackwood Cup
By Stephan Latour
On Friday, in the OUAA
West division finals, it just was
not to be. After 90 minutes of
desperate fighting, the grey overcast sky settled on the Hawks, the
eyes turned misty and the soccer
hearts were broken as Western
edged Laurier 2-1, to end the
Hawks' defence of its Blackwood

pass ahead to Anagnostopoulos.

Under tremendous pressure,
Frank managed to get a brilliant
shot off, which found the far
corner.

Minutes later, Anagnostopoulos notched his third of
the afternoon after Mackie sent
him in on a breakaway.
The second half was evenly
matched. Kraemer had his work
cut out for him. Two brilliant
Mac chances, one on a free kick,
and the other on a nice run, were
stopped by the agile keeper.
However, twenty minutes from
time, Mac found the net, after a
tricky corner kick eluded
Kraemer.

Cup title.

Western 2 Laurier 1
The Hawks, somewhat uptight
in the early going, did have quality opportunities in the opening
twenty minutes. Peter Mackie
came up short in the fifth minute,
as he worked nicely through the
defense, only to have his shot hit
the outside of the net. In the
fifteenth minute, a Laurier corner
was played short to Darren
Thompson; his cross went low
through the box, but was un-

touched.
Western

Kraemer hesitated when trying to
showed its cut down the angle. The second
determination, also. They were goal was bitterly disputed.
denied a goal by an offside call, Laurier worked the offside trap,
but minutes later, two Mustangs but they got no help from a napbroke away and goalie Uwe ping linesman, which left the
Kraemer thanked his cross-bar for Mustangs a free path to the net.
preserving the 0-0 tie.
Laurier fought back, though.
Laurier's best chance in the Ten minutes from time, a corner
first half came when Mackie kick was flicked into the net by
played an accurate long ball to Darren Thompson.
Roy Abraham in the box.
Coach Barry Lyon was very
Abraham's header, usually acdistressed over the game. "The
curate, this time was sent over the refereeing was definitely biased.
cross bar.
We get six yellow cards, and
In the second half, Western's none were for rough play. It is
kick-run-chop style produced the depressing to see the season end
two goals needed for victory. A on a goal like this. I have no combreakaway on the left side plaints when we are beaten, but
resulted in the first goal, as this time Western didn't beat us,

theref did."

Laurier 4 McMaster 1
The Hawks had advanced to
the Western Division finals with
a sudden death victory over
McMaster in the semi-finals.
After overcoming some shaky
opening minutes, they needed
only 30 minutes to brush aside
the Marauders.
Laurier opened quickly, as the
powerful Peter Mackie connected
with Roy Abraham, but the Mac
defence denied the opportunity.
Immediately, the Marauders
replied, and Uwe Kraemer had to
make a superb parade of saves to
keep the Marauders off the

scoreboard.
These saves seemed to spark
the Hawk offence, as only
minutes later, Joe Formica
pushed the ball ahead to Frank
Anagnostopoulos. He outran the
defense to blast the ball into the
top left comer.
Clever thinking was the seed
that allowed the score grow to 20. Mario Halpir played a goahead pass to Lucky Chhina, who
outran a trailing defence, to blast
the ball in the far corner.
In the 30th minute, after some
Lyndon Hooper magic, it was
Halpir once again who strutted
his stuff to fire up the Hawks.
Aggressively, he won the ball in
the midfield, sending another

Soccer Headers: Coach Lyon is
concerned about the future, and
especially recruiting. "The standard in the top teams is so high
that you must recruit. However,
with high academic standards and
no 'loop-hole programs', quality
athletes can't get in." This year,
Lyon had several prize recruits in
the bag. John Fitzgerald and Peter
Sarantopoulos, both on the national team, did not get in because of marks, but were accepted at Toronto. According to
Lyon, "Academic excellence and
possible higher entrance marks
might collapse a successful
athletic program."

All Stars: Five Hawks made the
OUAA all-star squad. Darren
Thompson, Frank Anagnostopoulos, Peter Gilfillen, Peter
Mackie and Mario Halpir all
earned well-deserved places with
the best in Ontario.

Pucksters Ground Gryphons
By Brian Owen

After suffering two consecutive losses against
divisional opponents, the Hawkey Hawks finally
put three solid periods together for a 4-2 win over
the Guelph Gryphons October 26 in the Bubble.

Laurier 4 Guelph 2
Defenseman Steve Handy opened up the scoring in the first period. Both teams seemed to be
pumped up for the occasion, as small roughing
skirmishes broke out throughout the first and second periods. Several minor penalties were assessed
for overzealous behaviour by both teams.
The play see-sawed in the second period.
Guelph tied the score early in the second period on
a powerplay opportunity, taking advantage of
Laurier's inability to control the puck in its own
end. The Hawks then took the lead on a Greg
Puhalski goal. Puhalski pounced on a rebound in
front of the Gryphon goal. Guelph tied it again, before the Hawks blew out of the blocks in the third
period.
Dan Rintche accounted for both Hawk markers
the
third stanza, to seal the game for the puckin
sters. Laurier bore down in the third period, enabling them to control the game, and shut down the
Guelph offence.
Humber 6 Laurier 3
OUAA Football
Results:
Yates Cup
Western 27, LAURIER 16
Other Division Finals
Calgary 46, Saskatchewan 33
Sl Mary's 37, Acadia 35
Bishops 16, Queen's 7

OUAA Soccer
Results:
West Division Semis
Western 1, Windsor 0
LAURIER 4, McMaster 1

East Division Final
Toronto 4, Queen's 2
West Division Final
Western 2, LAURIER 1
Blackwood Cup
Toronto 2, Western 0

OYVIAA Soccer
Results:
OWIAA Championships
Queen's 1, LAURIER 0
McMaster 1, Toronto 0
sth Place Game
LAURIER 5, Toronto 3
Semi finals
Queen's 5, Western 2

Laurier's next action was Saturday when they
travelled to Humber College for a mid-season exhibition game. The result was not a favourable one
for the Hawkey Hawks as the host College Hawks
provided a rude awakening; a 6-3 shellacking.
The first period was a close one as both teams
left the ice tied 1-1. Rookie Steve Griggs had the
tally for the Hawkey Hawks.
The second period was much like the first, as
both sides traded markers to produce a 2-2 score
after 40 minutes. Rugged winger Steve Cote
popped in Laurier's second goal of the game.
The third period saw the Hawks open a quick
lead on a Tom Jackson marker. Then the wheels
fell off the Golden Hawk cart. Humber tied the
score, and then went ahead for a 4-3 lead. At this
point, the Hawks seemed bewildered, letting Humber have its way.
WLU did make an effort to close the gap by
pulling the goalie for the extra attacker. The idea
backfired, as Humber scored to increase its lead to
5-3. Humber was not finished, either, as they added
an insult goal to post the final margin of victory, 6-

3.
Laurier coach Wayne Gowing was not pleased,
to say the least.

Next home action for Laurier is a big weekend
against the invasion from Montreal. Concordia and
McGill visit the Bubble for games Saturday and
Sunday at 7:30

York 2. McMaster 0
Bronze Medal Game
Western 2, McMaster 1
Championship Game
Queen's 1, York 0

OUAA Basketball
Results:
LAURIER 81, Lethbridge 78
Calgary 84, LAURIER 67
Calgary 95, LAURIER 77
Upcoming Games:

LAURIER at Waterloo,
Naismith Classic

SCOREBOARD
OUAA Volleyball

Team
W«rfoo
McMuter
Western

Guclph
Brock
LAURJER
Wixxlsor

GPW
3 3
3 2
3 2
1 1
2 0
2 0
2 0

L
0
1
1
0
2
2
2

T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

F
9
7
6
3
1
1
0

APti
0 6
4 4
4 4
1 2
6 0
6 0
6 0

What a way to start a game, with a face off. Luckily, the Hawks forced
four more against Guelph, in a 4-2 win over the Gryphons. Cord Photo
by Mark Leblanc.

Results:
November 1
Waterloo 3, LAURIER 0
Guelph 3, McMaster 1

Western 3, Windsor 0
November 4
McMaster 3, Brock 1
Waterloo 3, Western 0

Upcoming Games:

Windsor at LAURIER (November 15)
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Results:
November 2
LAURIE R 4, Guelph 2
Toronto 5, York 2
November 4
Wcttcrß 20, RMC 1
York 5, Ottawa 4

Upcoming Game*:

November 5
Toronto 4, Ottawa 2
UQTOU York4
Woatcrn 5, Queen'a 1
November 6

UQTR7,Toronto4

Rycraon 4, Waterloo'

Concordia at LAURIER (November 12)
McGill at LAURIER (November 13)
LAURIER at York (November 17)

PERSONALS

FITE

MOL S O N
OLYMPICS. Saturday
Nov.l9th at Ruby's.
Doors open at 8:00pm.
Events begin at 9:oopm.
Call Gary at 746-7466 or
Mike at 747-2692 for
tickets or team entry in-

formation.
SKIT Boys: Thanks for

the laughs. Good luck on
the test Betaclass. Nice
pipes,Neil!! B.C.
WE'VE come a long way
zex. Here we come ix,
Nov. 11th.
WHAT am I going to do?
How can I be sure I'm
pregnant? How should I
tell my family? Can I continue in school? Where
can I obtain good medical
care? Call Birthright:

579-3990.

WATERBUFFALO
TRIVIA: Last time's answers, "Dr. Orloff Rockenhammer" and"the formula
to turn stone into uraniumrock". This week's question: name the "he-man"
star of Hawaiian Spy?
Get ready for the Bowling
Tournament this Thursday
Nov. 10. Secret Tour Nov.
22, tickets go on sale
Thursday the tenth.
Scott MacD: Thanks for
doing a great job as MC
for Just Joking!
NATASHA: Happy
Birthday! V.W.
TODD A., N0.68. Re: Saturday Night at the O.E.P.
Sorry to hear you lost, pal.
Can you possibly be more
ignorant? Next time why
not just stay home and
mope. Love, Western Girl.

M.M. Good luck in your
search! We'll make it on
that double-date yet. Your
fellow searcher.
HEY SCHMUG: I'm not a
moose. I'm not a moose.
Got it? No moosey. Luv
Schteff XO.
ELLEN: Happy 21st
Babe! Luv Ya! The
PLEASUREDOME.
KING St. Cruise 11. Wed.
January 4. Join us for a
New Years Bash.
WOULD the Upside
Down Man please contact
Angela in WLUSU.

classifieds

HALLO May May. I decided to put a note in the
Cord instead of on your
calender. Looking forward
to dinner Saturday. Nice
legs you have pooh. I really like your long john's.
They really turn me on.
$2.71 for your thoughts.
Have I ever told you I love
you? Probably because I
don't. Ha! Ha! You don't
love me anymore! Why
are you so mean to me?
Go late, have
,go late!
really
like
I
your brown
hair. So when's the next
slumber party? Am I invited? Hope so! I'm the
life of the party (if you
know what I mean).
Would you mind wearing
your blue skirt so I can
watch your bum wiggle? I
really like your bum,
mosquito bites and all.
Well I love you pooh
brain. Talk to you soon.
Loveya, N.N.
RAMC Here's hoping for
real men, not pseudo-XY
chromosomes in the future. (Let's have a marvellous time on Friday.) Just
because you said you
wanted to know who
wrote these things. WEBSTER.
THE ice cube trays were
good, the laundry
detergent was better, but
disassembling the bed
definitely topped them all.
And they say we're hard
to live with???
COMING To America:
Nov. 15 in IEI at Bpm.
TO my FAVOURITE
TURTLE: Thanks for last
Saturday night You were
right, your mattress was
the best XO
COACH Rob T.: I confessed, you didn't. Where,
when, if ever did you lose
yours? Wanna talk about
it?
I WOULD like to thank
all those who helped out
with the Volunteer Fair
and made it possible for
me to attend some of my
classes. Special thanks to
Diana V, Diana M, Dianne
and Nada. Susan.

TO: The Fifth Floor Library Thief. I was not
overly impressed with the
theft of my leather jacket.
1 would hope that an overwhelming guilty conscience or strong sense of
morals has moved you to
return it. More importantly, however, would you
please return my keys
which are of little use to
you?! Signed: Desperately
Cold.
NEW York, New York!
The Poli-Sci Association
presents the United Nations and New YorkJanuary 19 to 22. For information, contact Dave
Bannon 746-2837.
CALVIN: how have I
been a fool for thinking I
could fall in love with
someone who may not or
would not reciprocate in
like
H.T.
FOXY Forbsie is seeking
gorgeous gigolo who
loves a good tennis match.
Only males with large racquets need apply. Just call
884-CANDY.
GRANOLA HEADS
UNITE! The Laurier Environmentalists meet
every second Monday
night at 5:30 in room 3203. Next meeting November 21. Be there or be
recycled!
ACCOMODATIONS
OPEN HOUSE Nov. 12 &
13, 12 to 6pm. 249-34
Cedarbrae Ave. Waterloo.
Condominium Town
House in AAA condition.
2 spacious bedrooms,
close to Universities and
bus. Asking $87000.
885-4802
HELP WANTED
CUSO requires volunteers
for 3rd World Bazaar to
be held at WLU Nov.
17,18 in concourse. Call
Betty Simpson: 745-0512.
ON-CAMPUS travel representative or organization
needed to promote Spring
Break trip to Florida. Earn
money, free trips, and valuable work experience.
Call Inter-Campus Programs at 1-800-433-7707.

IVAN: I love Black and
your bike. Me.
LESLIE: Can't help noticing your C-17's. Mike.
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Training provided. Salary
&
bonus. Opportunity to
grow with company to
graduation and afterwards.
Call Lome or Grant at

747-9050.

ECONOTYPE: Theses,

projects, essays, resumes,
general typing. Twelve
years experience. Good
rates. Close to University.
Call 747-4469.
FAST, accurate typist will
type essays, theses,
resumes, etc. Call Lyn at

742-6583.

NEED teaching experience? You can earn cash
at the same time. Be a

tutor! For more details and
application forms please
contact the Info Centre.

SPRING Break Tour
Promoter-Escort:
Energetic person, (M/F),
to take sign-ups for our
FLORIDA tours We furnish all materials for a
successful promotion.
Good PAY and FUN. Call
CAMPUS MARKETING
at 1-800-423-5264.
GAIN valuable marketing
experience while earning
money and free trips.
Campus representative
needed immediately for
Spring Break trips to Florida and South Padre Island. Call Echo Tours
Collect: 312-260-9300.
to novl7
PHOTOGRAPHER requires male & female
physique models. Please
enclose a recent photo and
phone number. Contact:
D.Lees. 557 The East
Mall. Apt.6o6, Islington,Ont. M9B 4A5.
WEEKEND Counsellors
needed to work with developmentally delayed individuals in area group
homes. Experience
preferred but will train.
$6.53/ hr. Work every 2nd
weekend. Leave message
for Don at 884-6012 or
886-5201 after 2pm.
SERVICES

QUALIFIED typist: Dou-

ble spaced essays $1.20
per page. Will correct
spelling errors. Paper supplied. Call Pamela:
884-6913
ACCURATE word processing, letters, resumes,
reports, etc. Reasonable
rates. Call evenings, Karin
884-4989.

.

WORD Processing: Fast,
accurate and letter quality.
Resumes, essays, theses,
business reports, etc. Free
pickup and delivery. Call
Diane: 576-1284.
WORD Processing: Fast,
accurate, will pickup and
deliver on campus. Will
make spelling and minor
grammer corrections
(English Grad). Call
Suzanne at 886-3857.

MAN w/small cube van
available weeknights, Saturdays for moving-$25/hr.
K-W area. Gary at 7467160.
WORD Processing: Essays, term papers, resumes
and other work accurately
done to your specifications. Quality guaranteed!
746-8578.
UPCOMING EVENTS
FINISHED midterms and
assignments? Gearing up
for final exams? Lower
your stress levels at "The
Pre-Exam Bash". Thursday, November 24, Waterloo Knights of Columbus.
MUSIC Therapy Student
Association: 2nd General
Meeting on Thurs. Nov.
17 from 7-9 pm in the
Seminary Lounge. We
welcome Patrice Morris,
who will speak regarding
"Music Therapy in
Schools in Michigan".
Members free, nonmembers $1.
SCHOLARSHIPS: The
Canadian Foundation for
the International Space
University-1989 Summer
Program. Scholarships
available for all disciplines. Applications
available from Faculty of
Graduate Studies, deadline
Jan.20,1989.
SOUNDS of Silence sign
language club. Every other
Sunday at 2 pm in UW
Psychology Building,
room 3005. Call 886-2423
(Phyl) or 884-2989 (Christine).

UW FILM Society
presents special guest
Gerald Pratley, Director of
the Ontario Film Institute.
He will speak and discuss
the current situation of Canadian film, as well as
questions related to motion picture distribution,
exhibition, and censorship.
See you Wednesday eve,
November 16, 7:30 pm at
UW's East Campus Hall
Rm.# 1219. Admission
Free. Call 885-1211 x3709
for more info.
UW FILM Society
presents "25 Fireman
Street" (Hungary, 1974), a
film by Istvan Szabo. Following will be "Rear
Window" (1954,
Hitchcock) at 9:15 pm.
When?? Thursday, Nov.
10 at UW's East Campus
Hall Rm.# 1219, at 7:00
pm. Call 885-1211 x3709
for more info.
LATIN American Art Exposition N0v.25 & 26 in
the concourse, 6:00 to
8:30 pm. 35 original paintings reflecting the history
and suffering of Latin
American people. Artists
will paint a mural in front
of audience. Video &
Dialogue. ALL WELCQME!

COUNSELLING Ser-

vices: I.Weight Management Group, Part 5 11:30
am-12:30pm, L-23C
Tuuesday November 15.
2.Writing Workshop, Section B, Part 4, 2:30-4 pm,
4-110, Wed. Nov. 16.
CHINESE Students' Association presents a special introduction of Hong
Kong (Hong Kong Day),
and a Food Fair (11 am to
2 pm) on Wed. Nov. 23 in
the concourse.
FOR SALE
PICK-UP Truck for sale.
Full size '79 Chev. Good
Cond. $2000. 578-7421.
HURRY!
USED CD's for sale! Excellent condition- limited
titles. Call Steve at
884-3608.

Jj-Scbys W
1 Chr'gttnag

KOH-I-NOOR
FOR BEST INDIAN CUSINE
Established in the U.K. and Montreal Curry, Tandoriand
Vegetarian dishes are our specialty.
SPECIAL 3 COURSE LUNCH MON FRI 11:30 2:00 pm
License Applied for. To be Served: English and German Beer
ontaP
10% Discount with student ID card
parking at rear
:

-
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338 King st.E.
TEL: 745 3600
Mon. -Sat. 11:30 am 2:00 pm
5:00 P"!
1:00 pm
Sunday 5:00 pm -11:00 pm
-
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phone manner essential.
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Remembrance Day
FEATURE
Memorial
By E.A. Sajnovic

IN FLANDERS FIELDS

In Flanders Fields the poppies blow
Between the crosses, row on row,
That mark our place; and in the sky
The larks, still bravely singing, fly
Scarce heard amid the guns below.
We are the Dead. Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset
glow,
Loved and were loved, and now we

lie
In Flanders Fields.

Take up our quarrel with the foe:

To you from failing hands we throw
The torch; be yours to hold it high.
It ye break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep, tho poppies grow
In Flanders Fields.
Lieut-Col. John McCrae
Public Archives of Canada

The unknown Canadian soldier grave behind the firing lines—October 1916
Professor Terry Copp,
chairman of the History department at WLU and World War II
historian, said: "Remembrance
Day must, first and foremost, be
about remembering those who
gave their lives for us. The general question of war and peace are
of vital importance, but on November 11th each year, we renew
our bonds with individuals,
friends, relative and comrades
who made the supreme sacrifice."
On the subject of why we remember, the Honorable Walter
McLean, Waterloo Member of
Parliament said: "These wars
touched the lives of all
Canadians—in factories, in
voluntary service organizations,
or wherever they were needed.
We often take for granted our
current way of life, our freedom
to participate in religious, cultural
and political events, our right to
choose our government, the very
freedoms guaranteed by our constitution. Canadians who were
sent to war in distant lands believe that these rights and freedoms were being threatened. In
remembering their service and
sacrifice we recognize the freedoms they fought to protect and
the peace they sought for the human family."

William M. Bean
J. Norbet Jeffers
Douglas Lowe
D. Macintosh
Craig McAlles

ful homes, wealth, and success.
One day they received word that
their country needed them and
they, like 137 other former students of Waterloo, went to war.
They went out of out of
Above you see the names of duty—they felt they had to go.
ten men who once attended
Of 147 men who went to war
Waterloo College (now Wilfrid
from
Waterloo College, 137
Laurier University). They were
returned—the
ten listed above did
ten men like any group of ten
All
not.
the
men
who fought for
men, you could pick out from this
and
who were former
year's students. They once played Canada,
football, sang in the college choir, students of our university, are
were never caught up in their listed on the memorial tablet in
the Chapel.

William J. Martin
Frederick W. Shantz
Gordon D. Sim
Richard M. Wellein
Harold F.Wills

"When young kids talk to
Legionnaires today, they see us
as old men with gray hair. They
think all soldiers are old. But
they weren't. They were young
boys. Some of them would only
lake one step with a rifle in
their hand before they would be
shot dead."
Legion member Len Dunkel

studies, missed the odd lecture,
got scholarships, and attempted to
write for college publications.

Some of them may have left
Waterloo with glorious record;
some of them may have flunked
out at the end of their first year.
Probably some professors, but
certainly none of us students, are
familiar with their names. But of
all of them we know that they
once looked into the future as
eagerly as we do now. They once
dreamed of fine families, beauti-

That we remember any of the
ten is unnecessary. That we
grieve for any of them is un-

realistic. However, their names,
and their courage, do not stand
useless. They stand there as a
challenge—a challenge to us to
make this world a better place in
which to live, rather than the
chaos they saw in wartime. They
challenge us not to sacrifice our
lives for the good of our country,
but to sacrifice our energies and
efforts for the good of all
mankind. They challenge us to
solve our problems without war
and bloodshed.

On this Remembrance Day,
remember those who fought in
any capacity in the wars of the
past, and hope for the future that
we may have learned from the
courage and bravery of the men
who gave their lives to preserve
our democracy and freedom in
Canada.

The History Of the Poppy

Why was the poppy chosen as the symbol of remembrance of Canada's war dead?
The poppy, an international symbol for those who died
in war, also had international origins.
A writer made the connection between the poppy and
battlefield deaths during the Napoleonic wars of the early
19th century, remarking that fields were barren before the
battle, and exploded with the blood-red flowers after the
fighting ended.
Prior to the First World War few poppies grew in
Flanders. During the tremendous bombardments of that
war the chalk soils became rich in lime from rubble, allowing 'popaver rhoeas' to thrive. When the war ended
the lime was quickly absorbed, and the poppy began to
disappear again.
Lt-Col. John McCrae, the Canadian doctor who wrote
the poem In Flanders Fields made the same connection
100 years later, and the scarlet poppy quickly became the
symbol for soldiers who died in battle.
Three years later an American, Moina Michael, was
working in the New York City YMCA canteen when she
started wearing a poppy in memory of the millions who
died on the battlefield. During a 1920 visit to the United
States a French woman, Madame Fuerin, learned of the
custom. On her return to France she decided to use handmade poppies to raise money for destitute children in wartorn areas of the country. In November 1921, the first
poppies were distributed in Canada.
Thanks to the millions of Canadians who wear flowers
each November, the little red plant has never died. Neither have Canadians' memories for 114,000 of their
country-men who died in battle.
...taken from a publication of the Royal Canadian
Legion

